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پ یػظ لف

ا لضوذا للاو یک کاتص ا ػنس آپ ےکا و ت ھںں هیے ۔اط کےے ل یں هیطا ئ ےتسی ت ػبیلاکا ع غپسصا گو ے ےک ث ػذس لوضتو ئ غب
غ لش بچ یو۔ی ب۔ ٹ ید هضناسکل فبس اک ت ههدنےط وه وموو هػکسو ںىد کےا و تغمےطم عبگ يع ه یل کوو ست ػسے کں هیهایب کة
۔ئ ے هووماد ےکاا ترنعےطل ےسکم ی يیکت ئ یيوآسا ئ ػت اک ع فشالة ػ جه کٹھيىالسےطسپ ت ھبودطا کےل ف لوسکلےطاا ته ئی
ا صذں هیےطو۔ئ ے ں هیو ثطس ع ٹبفایواتسم ی ي،اداس ت یے وػل کےاساکم کو هجبس ج کبدػ پ یسکتو ں ر هوں ےا پ یی ت ػ ل ین
فیت کےاطت ھاطت ھاطد هفیسطسگیم کےے ل ی ث ھیا پبی لیوتوق فشفکاوسدمساتیکامک ت ھت هضيےطاطیکاػعا ى صظا
هقشوا
کوى هوکا ثيت۔
اطا ػنسے کے

مػى

فیىاوسس ػغاسکال ث ھیالئ قى ت ض غیں هیىدیکسا گسىادیةا گسػت ےامػسے کےى صظوکاچس چادى

ى
ل گبدےی۔ سےا دیىسى ےکا لطتاک یادیةروقوطػ يک صذت یصشتاص گیے ۔
ا للسکےصوسم ل لاوسصتد

شوس فیظڈاس کٹد عیػیی اى لضظصیی
پ
ع ٹبفایواتسا یکومىی

صشفآاػص

ت خ ل یكصدى گی کاطوالک ی فے ۔ اىم ئ ی ک غیوطچاوساو چھےت تزشےةاک بخقلے ۔ اىمیکی تخ ل یك فال صی تیںا ت ی
هخ تلفں هیے تريا گ ل یوںسپو سپوں کےىتت۔ی تخ ل یكل ػنق وػی هطب ل ػےاوسدق ل یا هػ هذے کاىو مت هيے ۔اطیکا ثیدسپاىم
هی
هیی ئیاس تخا بػتس تکاوسفوطد ا هغ ػشے ه یںاا فکستص یک وود کاتعةے ۔
خوو ثـست خیبالت لو هوں کےے ل یل هػ غسا ں هی۔ای هیکسوی ػي ه یں لو ه یںپاوسی پھ لتو پ ھی لتں هی۔ام خیبالتو یب دں
کواا لفظوتا

ڪجبا کد اوڑد ھبت برےئ توادةق ت خ لیو تے ۔ ادةا هغ ػشے اک صغياوسصتمیکص ی تے ۔ یا حكتف اک
ل
ت قوسات

ػکبطے اوس لول کے ت هزیود ت نماوساا لخا قی هػیساتاکا ئ یهداسی ث ھ۔ا هػ کلت هیںس گھےا هغ ػشوں کےے ل یادةاد هی ث هبس
ث ه تشىی
فتیک ی صخیتس کھے ۔
للا کویاکتص ا ػنس آپ کےا و ت ھں ه یںے ۔اط کےے ل ی ه یںطائ ےتسی ت ػب لی،س ضهتلا وطئ ا غ لش چٹو ی ۔ ی ب ۔ ی،اا ئ یتها وسوىیس
اد لضنا
یكفا عٹفایواتساوساداسیتاسا هک اک ت هدنےطو هوويوو هػکسو هىدےکا هو ت غےطم اطگ عيل هیوکو تػس سے کں هی کاا هیة
ػ
ه یںو ثطس بخػطایس یٹص قشا للاسسثاوس صغيی ث ھٹ کای ث ھس ػک گضاسو ںىدیکدةولصتل ت کویو هظد ه نت په چباوسا کوی
ف ے کاتع ثب۔تیق ی کطا ئییکڑ ت گھںتدتآیت برسی ں هی۔آ ےواولں کےے ل یت ث ه عید بػئ یںاوس بر ے هوےئ۔
ک ےا هػیس هیںااك
یے ک کو ئیتدسک ےواال هو رودو ۔
واولں کےے ل یاا تيی اک ف

هذتای ػل

اداس ی

ط عو ذس سوا ػي ئیاوسس ػذم ل لىبر ة ئ یںاطراتتسی ت ػبیلیکد نصوا حي ی ثبمسکےت ،رظ ےاىموکاسػفا لوخ لو ل بتو ےاکسػف
ػباوس اسوںالو کھںدسودوا عللوا طراتتت کاتسپ رظ ےاطاسػفا لوخ لو ل بت کواط ےک ف الا هكلےطسوا ػيطک۔
گیات ع فشے اوساىم هغبف۔ ت ػو یشد یب ث هب ىے اوسو صـنآطتى ى۔ ػ ػوس،آی گهاوس هم قذیو صادسا ے ،ود خ ث
ل بس ئ یيصدى
ه ضنو همـدت په چ ے کااكهيے ۔ ی هی هم قذیاسگ ختنو برئ ےوتصدى گیاتوطلیاوسےة هػ یوے لفیک ػ کلاا تخیسسکی ل یتے ۔ماقو
خالقے پهل پ ت غ و تے اوسس پ ھف کخی۔ طشص صدى گیدقامسپ ع تییکسوػاوسطی ییکػ کػوک ےک ت یذں هی بهئ ل ةد ت ػدو بر ت یے ۔ا لطتف
ی ثبمےطست خـو ت یے اوسا فـسوا ثلعصتمےط۔صدى گی اک ظبلےةت ت یتو برتے ۔اے یظاسالتں هیػ وساسطال ف یاکلآتے تا
فذا ئ ےس ۔ ی لزت
سا وودام جط مه ث ھیایطا ه گلےهم قذ ةییکصدں هیس عآتے ۔اے یظں هی"ا یکو"م ی يیکاػع بهیوو عیںاوسا هـی
هذلں هیایطدػا ئ ےس رتلییکد ت ذییکات کاوػے ۔ا ه یذے ک هاطیکا ت شس ت تىد ارا م کےے ل ی ػ ػوساوسآی گه کےے ئ آد
عے گھشےو
دسواصےواسک ی ں گیاوساکسوامصدى گی کےےةا تکم هغوب فںوک ع غ تب ےاوسف ل طادىوصو ے اکهوعقفام سک ی ں گی۔داعے کهاو یک اک یا ػنس
هػبسے ػں هی ا د ین ،اهياس وت هضتیاکد ػىةسک وزے ۔گا گ
ه یںطا ئ ےتسگو ت ت اکاا ته ئیو هػکسو ں رظ ےں هویاطگ يع ه یل کوو ػتسسک ےاوس سوىػسواتتیکد ت ذیسک ےیکوتق ی فػطبف بهئی۔
عبھت هیاطھتں هی ل ٹشتیوطاطی ئٹ کےاماا صتة اک ث ھی ت ههدنےطو هػکسو ںىدیکدقلدقلسپا هغوی ےاطم ی ي کےا هػیس کوس ثهت
ث ب ےں هیسکداساداک۔طاےطداعے ک هو آ ےوا لوں کوامسواتتیکتدطاسییکوتق ی فػطبف بهئ ے۔
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Message from the Vice-Chancellor

In the contemporary epoch of high competition, one has to be innovative, ingenious,
energetic and technically strong to create a positive transformation in surroundings. It is
our institutional duty to develop these traits in our young generation besides conveying
knowledge and technical proficiencies. Co-curricular activities develop creativity and
novelty in students and make them highly active in society and therefore deserve
appreciation and applause. Echo provides the best platform to young engineers to express
their spirits and depict their perceptions.
I congratulate Dr. Shabih-ul-Hassan Zaidi, the Staff Advisor Echo and the Editorial Board for
their diligent efforts to make this issue informative, interesting and constructive.

Lt. Gen. (R) Mohammad Akram Khan
Vice-Chancellor

Message from the Staff Advisor

Thanks to Allah Almighty that Echo 2011-2012 is in your hands. I strongly believe
that a university magazine depicts the moods, impressions, perspectives, thoughts,
traditions and values of a university atmosphere. It echoes what UETians feel, think and
perceive. This magazine is a prolific result of indefatigable efforts of Literary Society and
Editorial Board of Echo. Their devotion and dedication to make this issue possible is
praiseworthy.
As always, this issue will demonstrate the new hue of UET. Here, students are not only
becoming competent professionals but they are also disseminating their conceptions and
visions through the most influential and powerful media, writing.
Echo is the emblem of change with the motif of creativity. Over the years, the students are
becoming more and more expressive and subtle. The scribbles they wrote and even the
topics they chose are more objective and thought provoking. I deeply appreciate the
efforts of every teacher, writer and editorial body. I am very proud and delighted to be a
part of such a healthy, creative and informative activity. I hope this edition of Echo will also
bring some positive change in your lives.
Prof. Dr. S. Shabih-ul-Hassan Zaidi
Staff Advisor

Message

I heartily congratulate the editorial board of Echo for their remarkable efforts to
make this issue so interesting, worth-reading and informative. As always the work of
editorial board is appreciable. Every material in this issue is well-written and shows the
literary skills and vast knowledge of the students of UET. The poems and prose both are
touching the highest standards of good writing. It makes me delighted to see the
engineering students indulging in such creative efforts. These activities do not only invoke
creativity but also provide them with a great platform to share knowledge, skills and
information. Keep it up!

Prof. Abdul Jabbar Bari
Director Students Affairs

Editorial

On the insipid canvas, from the realm of words, exotic pearls pelted down to form a
culinary of literary genius, a concoction of vibrant and vehement fervors, audacious
dogmas, repugnant realities, bohemian interpositions along with the tincture of
ludicrousness and carried the aroma that transports us to the Utopia of our dreams.
With such exalted idiosyncrasy and fidelity, parturition of the impeccable and glorified
literature ‘Echo’ dawns on paper to revitalize mortality within the boundaries of our
prestigious UET.
So after much anticipation with all the help of Echo’s devotees- the editorial team,
the writers and the university management the consecrated literary revelation is in your
hands to magnanimously quench the yearning souls to abundance and at the same time
keeping the burning desire alive and kindled. All Hail Echo!

Editor English
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Lessons From My First Job Interview
M. Jalal Awan (2006-Electrical)

When people are fed up, need a new challenge, want more money, want a more conducive work
environment they start reading the want ads, polishing their CVs, pounding the pavements and
trawling internet sites like rozee.pk and berozgar.com. The current situation, however, does
tend to mean that a whole lot of other people are also looking for new jobs, so you need to have
a jump on the competition by presenting yourself in the best possible light. With all the downsizing in the corporate world going on since the recession hit, fresh engineers out of university
need a lot more than mere GPAs and percentages and the first hurdle after being short-listed
for a job is your interview!
Your first interview for a job unarguably is that decisive moment which has the tendency to influence your entire life, be it personal or professional. Have you ever imagined if this moment
turns in your favor, it will determine the type of outfits you will wear at work, the sort of friends
you are going to keep; the kinds of associations you will have to build, the lifestyle you will be
leading and even the rank of schools your folks are going to attend? And this makes me wonder, how can we just take it as a joke?
Showing up late every time and at times not showing up at all. Devoid of any sense of propriety
or common courtesy we don‗t feel the obligation of calling our interviewers in advance and letting them know that we won‗t be able to make it. We are becoming lamer in our excuses even.
Can‗t we be a little responsible? And at times turning up in those dodgy slacks and at others in
flip-flops! Will we ever be able to understand the gravity of ―any‖ situation at all?
A job interview is a chance for you to show the employer that what kind of employee he or she
is going to have. That is why it is essential to be well-prepared for the interview. Preparing
means knowing about the industry, the employer and yourself. It means paying attention to
details like personal appearance, punctuality, and demeanor.
The common attributes any large conglomerate/corporation need in their employees are communication skills, sense of responsibility, devotion and ability to meet deadlines. Most companies conduct a written assessment test prior to the interview that aims to judge the candidate
on the basis of the mentioned attributes.
I vividly remember my first job interview (the result of which is pending to date) and would
like to share the prequel to that incident. Due to scarce new job openings and to evade the hassle of short-listing candidates, only the top ten of each department are mostly called for written
test and interview by companies. I was stunned at first on such a demarcation, not because I
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didn‘t stand a chance but for the poor 11th position holder of the entire department whose hardwork paid little than perhaps a medal and an ‗honors‘ degree.
However, I and a couple of buddies, having been inspired by an Indian blockbuster showing
how mediocre students managed to beat the academic elites in their bid to get that muchcherished first. So we made our CVs and dressed our precious best for the written test (notice
the irony) and the subsequent interview. We reached the venue with much time-in-hand to discuss our case in the most appropriate manner and managed to persuade the company‘s HR coordinator that GPA didn‘t really matter and we were their best bets for future leaders, which
their adverts explicitly mentioned. Thus we appeared amidst the stares and flares of anger, we
rightfully received from those whose four year toil had earned them their rightful place inside
the Test Centre - than the ten minutes review appeal presented by us. Since the test comprised
of technical questions and we did exceptionally well and were awarded with more time for the
interview than those in the intellects list waiting for the call with fingers crossed to see our
names in the selectees list albeit lower in order than the others. Be vigilant about any opportunities around you, stay up to date about new job openings, keep a constant lookout for new
slots advertised by your university‘s career office where most of the geek lot fails to show up
citing a viva or a lab evaluation, you and I stand a chance!
During a job interview the employer does not look for your qualifications, or your skill-set. You
pass the first hurdle because he already has scanned them in your CV. When you are called for
an interview, besides questions about your ability to do the job based on your skill-set, there
are other facets about you that the employer assesses.
He is looking for the person who he/she has to work with. He looks for the person‘s attitude,
how well he communicates, how he carries himself, how is his appearance and attire. In short
your every move, every word and every gesture is taken notice of – either consciously or unconsciously – before the interviewer decides to give you thumb up or a thumb down!
If you have been called for an interview it's assumed that someone has, however briefly, looked
at your CV. Something about you, or the way you have presented yourself has been felt good
enough that asked you to get through the door.
Here's the key and the most important thing to remember before you go through that door.
‗Unless they are simply going through the motions because they've already appointed someone, they want it to be you!‘
They want to know their search is over, so for the length of the interview, the job is yours.
First impressions are incredibly important, people make up their minds quickly, so get yourself
right from the start. Of course you can turn up the volume on those bits of yours that match job
the most and turn down on those bits that don't. This will help show you in your best light.
However never shut the volume off entirely as you will, then, be pretending to be someone
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you're not. People smell pretense and it is a sure disaster.
Punctuality cannot be overstressed. It reflects your level of seriousness, maturity and interest.
Arrive exactly fifteen minutes before your actual appointment and allow sufficient time for the
interview.
In every interview there is a short interval before getting in to business which is filled with a
small talk. These minutes are the most critical time that can turn the table in your favor. Respond with enthusiastic and pleasant answers to remarks and questions to build a comfortable
wavelength. Your greeting should include a firm handshake, an enthusiastic hello, and lots of
eye contact followed by an introduction of yourself, if asked.
Another very important point that employers acknowledge; when they ask the candidate if he/
she has any questions for them and if the answer is ‗no‘, it spoils candidate‘s impression. Ask
them a question or two and show them that you are a curious person who is interested in the
company and the interviewer‘s feedback about the company. It will endear you in the eyes of
the employer.
Research about the company (size, products, annual sales revenue, principal lines of business
and locations, etc.) beforehand will make you confident during the interview and will reflect
your genuine interest in the company. This might differentiate you from other interviewee.
Employer feels good if the candidate is well-informed about the place of his future employment.
Body language tells more about you than what you say. Making an eye contact is very important but make that sure natural. A relaxed face always looks pleasant. Hands resting casually in
your lap than arms folded across your chest is a more natural way.
Never apologize at the end of an interview. Even if you are a few minutes late, apologize at the
beginning. Smile at them as you leave the interview even if you feel like the proverbial mouse.
Act as if it has been a good interview. If you‘ve been interviewed by a panel, say thanks and
goodbye to everyone and shake hands. Look at the panel and leave with a spring in your step.
And yes, show even more confidence if you‘ve sprung up on the company‘s interviewee list
without a formal call - maybe your gesture reflects an extreme show of interest.
Do all of this even if you think the interview has been a disaster. How you feel about your interview is unlikely to bear any relation to how you have done. Indeed, most people are the worst
judges of how they actually did.

Footnote: The writer is currently employed as Graduate Trainee Engineer in the organization
he gave the interview in.
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Artificial Intelligence
M. Hamad Zaheer (2007-Electrical)

Man is always fascinated by the world of the unknown; the world we can‘t see, the things that
are just beyond our level of comprehension. Black holes, antimatter, wormholes that can make
time travel possible, cold fusion that can solve all of our energy problems are all subjects of
great importance and interest in the public and the scientific community. But what enthralls us
the most is our-self, our existence, our intelligence and the possibility of reiterating the greatest
wonder of nature and creating Artificial Intelligence.
AI is the field of science and technology aimed at giving machines human like intelligence.
Most of us are familiar with AI by the courtesy of Hollywood movies like AI by Steven Spielberg, The Matrix and I-Robot. There would only be a few of us who didn‘t try watching the
story of machines designed to resemble a human child and simulate love but ironically man
denied it.
AI, in reality is more than just a Hollywood fiction. The term Artificial Intelligence was first
coined in Dartmouth conference attended by a group of scientists who are nowadays remembered as the fathers of AI. They laid the foundations of AI when they astonished the world with
chess playing computers, computers that can solve world problems in algebra, prove logical
theorems and speak English. But is this intelligence? Yes, but in its most primitive form. Intelligence, in its broadest sense means reasoning, learning from experience, collecting knowledge
and then using it to create something innovative; self awareness, intuition and consciousness.
After a few early successes AI encountered a cold era. When in fiction AI was making huge
profits, in reality the prospects of creating true intelligence were dwindling. Scientists found
that solving mathematical equations was simple for computers but making a computer solving
the most interesting AI-tasks was very mundane and difficult.
Recently scientists have found that the key to achieve human like AI lay in imitating the human
brain. Artificial neural networks do exactly this. It tries to simulate the structure and functional
aspects of biological neural networks. Hierarchical terminal memory (HTM) is yet another
technology aimed at copying human brain. It uses an algorithm to store information that resembles information storage in the brains of human beings.
The prospects of AI are brighter than they were ever before. But still there are decades to go
when we‘ll be worrying about robots taking control of routine tasks and replacing human beings on Earth. One day we will succeed in creating a truly artificial intelligent being that will be
a complete simulacrum of human being. And perhaps AI will live long after our extinction as
the everlasting proof of our intellect.
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What If There Were No Mobiles?
Hafiz Abdul Manan (2007 Mechanical)

I remember when I was a little boy I used to watch a cartoon show ‗Teenage mutant ninja
turtles‘ like every other kid of my age. The turtles had a friend: a news anchor who would call
them when they were needed; by flipping a gadget in which she could see the turtles face to
face that had the same thing. It was always my greatest wish to somehow have this thing.
And as amazing as it may seem, almost 15 years later, this dream is a reality. In the time considered a mere blink of an eye in the span of the broad human history we have witnessed a
cataclysmic boom of technology and innovation all over the world.
It is hard to imagine a world without a cell phone, indeed this handy gadget has had so much
impact on our life that it seems unthinkable that there was a time that we lived without these it.
So for once let‘s try to imagine what our world and our country in particular would look like if
the mobile phone was not invented.
It would be much less annoying: Mobile phones have brought us closer to the world yet
we cannot be fully in the company of the people that we are with right now, it is common to see
people ignoring their peers and checking out their cell phones during conversations. It is highly
distracting and against proper etiquette
No more buzzing and beeping in the mosque: I fondly remember those days when we
could say the entire prayer without being pounded by the latest Bollywood hit song. It is indeed
sad that despite signs telling people to switch of their cell phones, still they forget it. And the
caller keeps on calling; it is frustrating to say the least.
Indeed we have had a few fatwas in which Ulama‘s encouraged people to turn off their cell
phone if they start ringing during prayers, I really wish people do work on that.
No more cell phone snatching crime: Street crime has indeed risen due to the popularity
of the cell phones. It has now become increasingly disturbing that the dacoits have even resorted to killing their victims now; a sad state of affairs indeed.
No more annoying ads and commercials: Currently more time is given to the mobile
phone companies than all of the other companies combined. It is frustrating to see those companies resorting to crude tactics to attract their viewers. From Lollywood style dancing and
horrible singing to finally coming to ads that want to imply that this cell phone connection is as
important to you as your family (sometimes even more).
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Impact on the Film and TV industry: While we haven‘t had much cell phone centered
films or dramas, yet they have become an inevitable part of our story lines, indeed cell phones
have eased the problems of the script writers, they can now twist around plot lines and fix a
headlock by just dialing a simple call between the loving couple.
No more late night calling and chatting: it is undeniable that the youth of our nation
have had the most impact of this boom, the mobile phone companies have targeted this niche
market and rightly so. But the downside is extremely disturbing, late night packages and chatting have deplored the youth of the modesty and it is should indeed be a concern for the thinkers of our society.
No more accidents because of cell phones: Research has proved that talking on a mobile
phone is as distracting as driving drunk. It is extremely disturbing to see people talking on cell
phones and yet more horribly; even texting while on motorbikes.
No more lame jokes and messages to spread: While the jokes are bearable to some extent, it is the constant barrage of messages that keep imploring you to forward to others that
make me mad.
But let us observe the other side !
There would be no citizen media: Almost every mobile phone now is equipped with a
video camera. Even though it has raised much privacy concerns, it has also given rise to citizen
journalism. Terrorist activities can now be recorded and analyzed for evidence. Moreover these
have also helped in finding the perpetrators of such crimes; the Sialkot lynch mob incident is a
living example.
No easy communication: No matter how much someone argues about the disadvantages of
this gadget, the world would be extremely difficult to communicate, SMS has extremely shortened the and parents don‘t need to worry about their children and /or fix times to pick up or
drop someone from school etc, You can now communicate with the flick of your finger.
No more latest news: Cell phone SMS‘s have made sure that we get the latest news straight
to us, so whether it is the latest score in cricket or a coup, we are the first to know.
No more Entertainment: While I am not in favor of most of the jokes and the memes that
keep cropping up like wildfire over the cell phone networks, occasionally we do have some
creative and hardworking people who take pain to make something entertaining and forward
it.
Cell phones indeed have become such an integral part of our society that it has become almost
impossible to live without one. It is time that we should realize its potential and put it to good
use.
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Conflict
Shabeeha-e-Zahra Zaidi (2008 -Environmental)

The concept of conflict is not new but has a rich history which traces its origin with the advent
of time. Embedded so deeply in the course of history, this concept is not restricted to any domain of time and space. The voyage of the conflict-phenomena through times has helped it to
evolve into a complex state; so sublime and beyond our limited conception that the human wisdom is amazed to see its role in the development of universe. Conflict plays an eminent role in
the construction and destruction of the human mind and soul entangled in the intricate mesh
of values and norms, rights and responsibilities along with the zeal to attain individual gains of
any form.
The Great Almighty with all His dominion and eloquence sat on His throne. Allah emphatically
proclaimed in front of His unpretentious servants angels that He has created such being who
will be descended on earth as His representative, who will establish His reign on earth. The angels submissively replied that such creature if descended will execute bloodshed and fill the
earth with misery. When the good Lord has angels to worship Him who never transgress the
limitations imposed then there is no need for a creature like humans. The heaven replied in his
authoritative and dogmatic way that ―what He knows the angels do not.‖
The above verse; explanation of Surah Baqa‗rah has helped us to develop a hypothesis about
the humans that it is in their nature to take conflict. It‗s their intrinsic trait.
Conflict generally means a clash or a dispute but its meaning and the momentum of its influence or impact on the world history or politics varies largely with the opinion of each particular
individual or how the issue is being perceived collectively. Thus the words like rebellion, mutiny, emancipation and freedom are associated with conflict. For instance, the rising of the
Bengali nationalism movement maybe looked upon as a rebellion action by the people of West
Pakistan but for the Bengalis it was the fight for their rights.
Theologists, historians and thinkers from all over the world are trying to understand the notion
that how conflict evolves in human minds and how such potent force germinating in the minds
get so intense that it compel the human to revolutionize or destroy the existing structure. The
generic historical facts, opinions and the prevailing conditions help us a lot in comprehending
this complex theory.
The conflict has always existed between the Satan and the Almighty. The Satan seeks out to deviate the people from the path of righteousness while Allah says that no matter how dark the
shadows of evil be, the light of faith and Iman will never let the believers go astray. So there is a
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conflict between two opposing forces that co-exist in nature. The clash between these forces is
perpetual and will continue till the end of time.
The advent of Islam in the desert of Arabia was also a conflict taken up by Muhammad (S.A.W)
to emancipate the Arab peninsula from the wilderness of ignorance and brutality. If he had not
taken the conflict by facing sufferings endowed upon him by the Pagans indulged in idolatry,
the triumph of Islam would not have been possible. Conflict with the satanic powers has always
been inevitable. The grandson of Muhammad (S.A.W) along with the martyrs of Karbala not
only saved the religion of the Prophet but also subdued the satanic powers. We see conflict
taken up by man against the usurpers of his rights or for his material gain. Be it the crusades,
black revolution for liberation, Iranian revolution, Israeli savageness, Saddam tyranny in Iraq
and the revolt, the partition of the subcontinent or the world wars, we see conflict as the driving force in all these chapters of history.
The onset of the new millennium gave birth to another conflict which engulfed the whole world
in a single go. The American encroachment on the Afghan soil after 9/11 gave rise to Taliban
nationalism which then bore the thorns of terrorism whose tides have made the Pakistani nation crippled, exhausted and harassed.
Conflict is an ongoing phenomenon which cannot be eliminated. It turns inevitable when satanic powers rise in rebellion or when sovereignty and rights of people do not get acknowledged and respected by others. Most of the conflicts can be avoided by table talks but if no heed
is paid from either party involved, history then witnesses a battlefield thirsty for blood.
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The Dark Side Of Technology
(A Prelude To The Ultimate End)
Muhammad Talha (2008-Electrical)

500,000 BC, the estimated time of evolution of mankind! A lightning bolt strikes a tree, and it
catches something luminous and warmth begins to blew up in the ambience. The indigenous
people are marveled. Within no time the tree gets incinerated, and nothing‗s left behind but
some black substance. After viewing the most confounding incident of their lives, the natives
start thinking about it. They cogitate on the possible reasons, and try to replicate the phenomenon. Their maiden attempt of clouting a tree comes out to be a failure. They try again, but the
result is no different. Utterly disappointed, they all sit down in dismay, but there is one who
keeps on ruminating. He tries to see the esoteric part of it. While being in the process of thinking, he begins to rub his hand across each other. ―Hey‖, he mutters to himself, ―I‗m feeling
warmth.‖ Eureka! He gets up, takes two stones, and starts rubbing them with each other. A
spark is ignited and the nearby dried out leaves catch the same yellow cloud. His ingenuity
leads the mankind to the first ever discovery of ―fire‖.
―They are ill discoverers that think there is no land, when they can see nothing but sea‖
(Francis Bacon)
This was the genesis of technology. The mankind, with all its artifice and skills, has been ameliorating its living style ever since the discovery of fire. New milestones were being achieved.
Miraculous breakthroughs were made in the world of technology. The journey which had
started from something like fire is progressing by leaps and bounds now, and there‗s just no
stopping it. The thirst for more is becoming more ardent now. The pace at which the technology is advancing is meritorious, but at the same time alarming as well. At the end of the day the
questions that arises in the minds of many is whether modern technology is a prelude to the
ultimate end? The answer to this question is explained in the ensuing paragraph.
Everything has its positive and negative effects, and it hinges on the nature of usage. No doubt
technology has made our lives more luxurious and easy. But we shouldn‗t overlook the dark
aspect of this technological advancement which is being carried out in quantum leaps. Massive
development has been made in the military sector. The arsenals have been adorned with the
most lethal weapons, and well capable of laying waste to any patch on this good earth. This has
led us to many genocides and exterminations, citing the mass scale deaths in both world wars
and the atomic bombing over Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The ubiquity of weapons has heightened a sense of insecurity in the society. To add some spice into the matter, even the corsairs,
who had become a tale of the past, seem to have resurrected from the dark bed of oceans. For
instance the Somalian pirates have really been getting the Indian Ocean in a tumult for quite
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sometime. Though the weapons were provided to the army to guard their respective territories,
but now they are being wielded by a common man.
The development in the military sector has fueled a continuous and an irrepressible struggle.
Every nation is trying at its utmost to take charge of the world. The world has been divided into
distinct zones which share a fair amount of antagonism towards each other. This vehement desire for power has pulverized the peace of this world. The weak nations (often termed as the
third world countries) are competing really hard to sustain their economy, and to protect their
identity. They can‗t voice their opinion, neither do they find any asylum except succumbing
themselves to the will of the powerful nations. A catharsis is hard to come by. Due to this imbalance of power, the world is yearning for peace now, but the chaos doesn‗t seem to be culminating in any way. The technically strong and affluent nations impose sanctions on the smaller
nations, feign to be their well-wishers, provide them with the means to cater their sustenance,
and in reward claim the rights to their natural resources. This runs counters to all the maxims
which pertain to the ―respect for all humanity‖.
The most important impact that modern technology has had on the people is the ―subliminal
conditioning of masses‖. Through electronic and print media, a particular cluster is incessantly
injecting it‗s thoughts into the minds of people. How often do we see the rulers using smoke
and mirrors to conceal their depravity and corruption? Also the gratuitous shows galore on the
television has made the viewers more aggressive, and they respond to a particular situation in a
rather frenetic way. People, especially the juveniles, adore celebrities and other dignitaries, but
they don‗t even pay any attention towards their religious doctrine. The importance of human
talent has been diminished by this machine onslaught. All works and tasks are being carried
out with the help of machinery, and the human prowess is getting rusty.
The wonders and comforts of modern technology have made the people lazy. Now they can do
anything within the blink of an eye, courtesy E-world. These too much comforts have made
people callous towards each other. The bonds of humanity that used to be strong are now ebbing away. Materialism has, indeed, got the better of people, and they see nothing but their own
personal interests ahead of them. There were times when mankind teemed with convivial people, and folks really enjoyed hobnobbing in the social circles. Life was like ―rave it up‖, but now
instead of getting more gregarious, we seem to have relapsed into the times when ice had covered the world, and there was a severe lack of connection between the human beings.
―Soon silence will have passed into legend. Man has turned his back on silence. Day after day
he invents machines and devices that increase noise and distract humanity from the essence of
life, contemplation, meditation...tooting, howling, screeching, booming, crashing, whistling,
grinding, and trilling bolster his ego. His anxiety subsides. His inhuman void spreads monstrously like gray vegetation‖. (Jean Arp)
All the divine books, which were revealed upon the mankind through prophets, bore the signs
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of the ultimate end. The Torah, The Bible, The Quran, all foretold about the symptoms of
―Armageddon‖. A doom has been promised when men would indulge in massacre, exploitation, and when they would transgress from the commandments of Almighty. So to put it all in a
nutshell, no demurs to the fact that technology has benefited the man in myriad ways, but its
progress has brought about some egregious ramifications. Everything rises to its zenith along
with all the powers with which it is vested, but there is always an end. Same is the case with
technology. It does appear unassailable to any nemesis, but it has to come to an end. When this
technology would come to an end then there would be no traces left of the world as well, because a clash of such huge proportions ensures no vestige.
―It has become appallingly obvious that our technology has exceeded our humanity‖.
(Albert Einstein)
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Sand of Times
Hassan Habib (2008-Industrial)

The sun of 2011 was set by vanquishing the stagnant, miserable and dim lights of indolence.
The new sun of 2012 rose with the rejuvenation of passion and struggle. What lead the initiation of events in Tunisia, Libya, and Egypt, marked a point in the sands of history, that whenever there is not enough light for people to see vividly, they hope and struggle for the new sun
to rise. Sand which trickles down from the narrow passages of trial and frustration lays down in
the hourglass of nature, that is ready to repeat its course with the same outcome of serenity,
attained after a lot of loss and repentance.
It is wondrous that with the discreetness of outcomes of our actions which repeat themselves,
we are unable to comprehend that what is necessary and what needs to be done. Many notable
historians like Toynbee and Ibn-e-Khaldun have pointed out in history that when the characters of nations and civilizations rot in the attic of vulgarism and disintegration of moralities
takes place, there is a test for people and for civilizations. This predicament leads to a mass
movement of people which decides their fate. This increases the pace of history itself and exaggerates its evolution. This movement of people is to undo the past condition and to rebuild the
future on the sentiments of esteemed values which were buried beneath the sands of unconscious mind.
These actions, if, are unable to repair the damage of the past endeavors of people, are like
sandstorms which disperse the civilizations to anonymity and annihilation. This is also incipient for new civilizations and they breathe fresh air for some time to again fall prey to the holocaust for inception of new life. This has happened with many of the civilizations of the past like
Babylonian, Syrian, Hellenic civilizations.
With loss there is repentance, with repentance there comes faith, with faith there is taqwa,
with taqwa there is responsibility, with responsibility there is opportunity, with opportunity
there is struggle, with struggle there is satisfaction, and satisfaction leads to self righteousness
and nafs-e-mutmainna. This is the way civilizations are built again on the sentiments of vigor
and dignity. It‘s when people decide to stand firm on ground, to do what is right and to demolish the whims and falsehoods of turmoil. It exalts hope in people and a spark to reignite the
yoke of life.
It is uprightness and steadfastness that keeps the balance of universe. Without motion there
could be no universe, no life and no struggle would have existed in our lives. In reality, all these
truths exist in our lives and these are integrated part of human mind and intellect which certainly cannot be overlooked or be forgotten. It just needs to be revived.
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―Relieve yourself of the fear of others,
You are a power asleep; shake yourself awake‖
(Allama Muhammad Iqbal)
In the Islamic world as well as other centers of the world social structure of our communities is
at a decline, injustice is a norm, discrimination flourishes under capitalism, monarchy with a
new hood of democracy is dominant, and people live astray lives in trying to find peace in the
delusion of modern notions of society. The zeitgeist has stripped humans off of their religion
and faith and has made the material world their supreme commander. Particularly in our country people have become static in their lives, they have befallen in the hands of sloth and luxury.
Action which was to endorse their existence, aims which were to keep them alive, and dignity
which had to earn their rightful place in society is on the verge of extinction.
Although, we have managed to hold on to the mimesis of our civilization but procrastination,
inability to act, and a dignified character is missing in our people. Universe is a single truth, so
is Allah and so is human. It‗s the unity and constant change which ensures the existence of our
life on the small grain of sand. Today, we have infinite number of reasons to make a divide
among ourselves. It is the oneness of our religion which can unite the pearls in a single necklace
of love.
But we are faced with venomous melancholia which forbids us to stand up for right and turn
down evil by all our force, to adopt the path of righteousness and to put a halt on the wrong
turns. We need to act, we need to volunteer, we need to work, and we need to actualize our
selves. We need to revive our Islam, we need to wear our morals and ethics, we need to ponder
over our own actions and we need to alter them for good, we need to inspire the lost dignity, we
need to care for our brothers and sisters, we have to say no to our selfish desires, we have to
work for others, we have to rejuvenate the spirit of selfless service for others, we have to adopt
the character of our leader Muhammad (S.A.W), we have to do something or else the sands of
time will wipe us out from the face of this world as they did to sixteen of the major civilizations
of the past.
د طا ے ھزت عکیو اط ف ى طے ػآىاس کد ے
کے تیس ے کش صتی مودوں میں مبطساة ھيیں
There is a reason that we are Muslims and we need to work for that reason. Unfortunately we
have taken our deen for granted and we are not willing to learn what it teaches us and what injunctions imply on us as the responsible young Muslims. A study has revealed that majority of
the Muslims are 25 or under, a resource that is passing its lives with no aim what so ever. We
were sent down to form the caliphate under Allah‗s subjected rule. We were to be His representatives. But we are living our lives in a delusion with no meaning and purpose.
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The reason of all this delusion and procrastination is that we are reluctant in acquiring knowledge and are hesitant about our fundamental beliefs and faiths. This ideological weakness and
lack of true understanding of Islam has lead to this situation. It is observed that those people
who are staunch believers of any idea transpire movement and revolt in people against the
stagnated sands. We should relive our past and be confident about our future, we should always remember that we have a resource of true wisdom and knowledge with us and it can contribute to eradicate all the grave misconceptions faced by humanity today. We have to understand that our salvation lies in helping others not by ridiculing them, it lies in understanding
others not by leaving them alone in the delusions of the society, our success lies in unity and
not in discord. We have to revive the brotherhood, a fraternity which no religion on this earth
provides with.
We should act, persevere and incept new horizons for our future while learning from the mistakes of our past. We should unleash the passion which is concealed in our hearts and tame
this spirit for the fulfillment of Allah‘s commandments only then we will be able to succeed in
this world and in the world hereafter. Otherwise there will be chaos and discontent in our lives.
Otherwise, hourglass of time will break free our sands and will disperse us in the preposterous
winds of delusion.
 صةاں تو ے، ادط ےلم یطل کا دطت قدست تو
لییں پیا دس ک ےا اػ فل ک ول غنة گماںو ت ے
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Perseverance and Festivity
Iqra Chaudhary (2008-Environmretal)

It's been the nature of all the creations that either they fire back the circumstances that come in
their way or else they get suppressed by the circumstances. One has to win and other to lose.
First condition is subsequent to the existence of species and the second one is convergent to the
vanishing of species from this world.
Since man has been destined to survive, luckily, in all eras, it can be said that either it is the
Creator's will or it has been the man, the super creation who suffers and deals the circumstances courageously. The more he goes higher the more deep he falls into. The one who is
helpless is desirous to help people. The one who has not seen rainbow can‘t feel that what the
fade is. Happiness means more for those who have been gloomy. Man‘s survival indicates that
he has been good in playing well on the opposite corners of life‘s playground, simultaneously, it
is something incarcerated in man‘s tissues. The more difficult the way is the more flavor is
added to the happiness when destination is approached. Strength in every aspect; spiritually,
physically, mentally, esthetically, morally is enhanced with the succession of each test that man
encounters. The more he perseveres the more he gets the extracts of festivity. The more pleasure he feels in observing fasts the more he is curious to taste the sweetness of Eid. Ramadan
acts exactly like a bridge between the resistivity of the body and the fertility of the soul. The
more we prevent our body from the food the more our soul is fed spiritually. Pillars of trust in
Allah Almighty, concrete strength in intention, bricks of Quran and Taravi Prayer provide
strength to this bridge. To be hungry is not the essence of fasting rather it means fasting of the
executions, fasting of eyes, of ears and even of whole body.
Eid is not meant to wear beautiful clothing, to chew sweetmeats and the receiving of some cash
called Eidee. It is the account of the matters that how much our Imaan has been strengthened,
how much our soul has been satisfied. May we get more and more perseverance of Ramadan
throughout our lives and may God bless us to enjoy the festivity of the Eid throughout our lives.
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Pollution
M. Imran Nawaz (2008-Environmental)

One of the greatest problems that the world faces today is that of pollution, increasing with
each passing year and causing grave and irreparable damage to the earth and environment.
Pollution is contamination of air, water and land from anthropogenic activities. Pollution leads
to depletion of the ozone layer, global warming and climate change. Air pollution is the release
of chemicals and particles into the atmosphere. Water pollution includes surface runoff, leakage into groundwater, liquid spills, wastewater discharge and littering. If toxins are spilled on
the ground or if an underground storage tank leaks, soil can become contaminated.
Air pollution is by far the most harmful form of pollution in our environment. It is cause by the
injurious smoke emitted by cars, buses, trucks, trains, and factories, namely sulphur dioxide,
carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, lead and particulate matter. Even smoke from burning
leaves and cigarettes is harmful to the environment causing a lot of damage to man and the atmosphere. Evidence of increasing air pollution is seen in the form of lung cancer, asthma, allergies, and various breathing problems along with severe and irreparable damage to flora and
fauna.
Air pollution can affect our health in many ways with both short-term and long-term effects.
Different groups of individuals are affected by air pollution in different ways. Some individuals
are much more sensitive to pollutants than are others. Young children and elderly people often
suffer more from the effects of air pollution. The extent to which an individual is harmed by air
pollution usually depends on the total exposure to the damaging chemicals, i.e., the duration
of exposure and the concentration of the chemicals must be taken into account.
Short-term effects include irritation to the eyes, nose and throat, and upper respiratory infections such as bronchitis and pneumonia. Other symptoms can include headaches, nausea,
and allergic reactions. Short-term air pollution can aggravate the medical conditions of individuals with asthma and emphysema.
Long-term health effects can include chronic respiratory disease, lung cancer, heart disease, and even damage to the brain, nerves, liver, or kidneys. Continual exposure to air pollution affects the lungs of growing children and may aggravate or complicate medical conditions
in the elderly. It is estimated that half a million people die prematurely every year in the United
States as a result of smoking cigarettes.
Pollution control is a term used in environmental management. It means the control of
emissions and effluents into air, water or soil. Without pollution control, the waste products
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from consumption, heating, agriculture, mining, manufacturing, transportation and other human activities, whether they accumulate or disperse, will degrade the environment. In the hierarchy of controls, pollution prevention and waste minimization are more desirable than
pollution control. In the field of land development, low impact development is a similar technique for the prevention of urban runoff.
As prevention is better than cure, we should follow Pollution Prevention which means we
should not create the pollution at any point or we should minimize it by public awareness. General public can play a vital role in decreasing the air pollution by using smoke filters before releasing smoke into the environment and by installing pollution control devices like catalytic
converter into our vehicles and using modified or alternative better quality fuels. By playing our
role we can save our earth, nature, our life and the environment. Every responsible citizen and
every patriotic Pakistani should stand against the pollution and making our country neat and
clean.
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Modern Science and String Theory
Muhammad Ali (2009-MS-CE)

Since man started to observe the Universe; he had been astonished by the fact that he lives in a
universe with so many secrets and puzzles governed by the mathematical laws and theories.
More the scientists observed the universe the more they were amazed by the fact that the universe has been extremely finely tuned to support life.
This article is an abstract introduction to the most scientific triumph theory. It‗s interesting
that we live in a universe with multiple dimensions and multi-verses. You will directly or indirectly read about the String theory in any scientific literature. It‗s the primary candidate for the
final theory. Einstein spent later years in his life trying to find the final theory of everything. He
failed, but will the super string theory fail? Only time will tell.
Super String theory proposes that a universe consists of ten or eleven dimensions. In our life
time we can directly observe three dimensions i.e. width, height and depth (sometimes called x,
y and z in space). There is a fourth dimension ‗time‗ first purposed by Einstein. The String theory says only four dimensions are not enough to explain the experimental and theoretical aspects of the universe, it rather says we live in a universe with a maximum of eleven dimensions.
We know that matter is made of atoms, which is subsequently divided into electrons, protons
and neutrons, which themselves are made up of bosons and quarks. String theory goes further
and proposes that these quarks and bosons are themselves made up of tiny strings vibrating in
eleven dimensions. The vibration in one direction gives rise to a single particle.
Going further, it is purposed that these strings are made up of energy. So in short words, our
bodies and every matter is made up of energy and strings.
But why there was a need of String theory? If you have been reading scientific literature lately,
then you already know that scientists are dying to find a theory which may explain everything
(not literally) in a simple unified mathematical context. String theory was purposed as an attempt to unify the two most successfully theories of modern physics that is; Einstein general
theory of gravitation which explains things at macro level and the modern quantum mechanics
which explains things at micro level.
Quantum theory is a well known modern theory; with strange puzzles and weird concepts
mostly against common sense and intuition but perfectly rational. A particle like electron can
be in two places at once, there is no way to know its exact location; we can only estimate its location. The key part of the Quantum theory is that nature at its most micro level is random and
unpredictable. Einstein simply rejected this theory saying ―God didn‗t play dice‖.
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On the other hand Einstein‗s general theory of relativity elaborates gravity as curved spacetime. General theory of relativity together with special theory of relativity has theoretically
made time travel possible. It has given hope to future generations that one day a time travel
machine just like a typical science fiction book would be made and we would be able to travel
forward or reverse in time. In other words you would be able to see the future president of
Pakistan and you would be able to meet people who have died earlier than you, although traveling backward is accompanied by the grandfather paradox.
Many paradoxes associated with time travel have led scientific community to introduce a much
weirder ―Parallel Universes‖ theory in an attempt to resolve apparent paradoxes in time travel.
In theory, there are infinite number of parallel universes and when you travel back in time to
meet your grandfather you actually are meeting the exact replica of your grandfather in another
universe.
The string theory is not an established one, the reason being it can‗t be tested or implemented.
To test it we would need machines the size of the earth that will be able to distort space-time
fragment. It involves complex mathematical approach and has almost infinite solutions. The
biggest drawback of the string theory is that it has not been experimentally tested but still is the
most potent candidate theory for a unified final theory. Scientists are stuck in a never ending
process of solving these equations hoping that one day the solutions to these equations would
help us understand everything in the universe.
―Real Science is weirder than the Science Fiction.‖
(Anonymous)
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Positive Attitude
M. Anas Butt (2010-Environmental)

Positive attitude towards negative happenings; i.e. undesirable miserable events and misfortunes bringing large-scale devastations in the life or an entire nation; i.e. thinking such events
as beneficial in spite of the great mischiefs and harms they have brought to that individual or
that nation and looking down to oneself as the cause of those events and learning from the mistakes that happened to be the seeds germinating into those events, has been and is a key character to success for the great successful people and nations of the world; and is also a part of
Iman of Muslims (to believe what Allah does and has done, is in his favour and for his benefit).
See Japan for instance; who withstood the American nuclear attack on two of its major cities;
Hiroshima and Nagasaki as well as the recent nuclear blast in one of its plants, without producing hue and cry. It bore all the huge losses itself, didn‘t appeal for help or rescue to anyone and
soon after paying back for these damages, was again standing in the queue of the leading countries of the world. It was only their positive attitude together with their patience and gratitude
which aided them to regain their lost repute, status and value. Many other nations such as Korea and China have also set such excellent examples. Nations like Pakistan, Iraq and Afghanistan and others presently under stress and depression can also get out of their problems and
miseries by adopting a similar attitude. What happens is that when a nation thinks about the
failures that come across as a result of the faults of their own individuals, instead of blaming
Allah or their enemies, they positively look down on themselves first with the aim of rectifying
their attitudes and behaviors. Thus punishing the criminals responsible for the national losses
and then increasing their positive efforts and struggle towards success, they pave their path to
achieving their goals. Another positive character of such great nations is that during their entire struggle for success they never stop because of any difficulties they face in their way. They
also never feel tired. They remain consistent and steadily proceed to achieve their destinations.
Loving this attitude and struggle such nations are blessed by Allah Almighty.
A similar example at individual level has been set by the founder of SOS Villages; an organization established for up bringing and housing of orphans and widows. The founder himself was
an orphan. After loosing his parents in an accident, he was brought up in an orphan-house.
Throughout his childhood, he bored all the bad experiences with the sense that one day, he will
relieve himself and other orphans of the world. Though he could not relieve himself in his
childhood, he later on succeeded in his ambition. In this organization he introduced the solutions to all the problem he faced during his childhood. He also witnessed the cruelties widows
and orphans face in their life. A major achievement of this system is that he has re-established
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lost families. This mother-child relation eliminates the sense of deprivation from orphans and
widows. Widows up bring the orphans like their children with motherly love, and orphans develop extreme attachment with those widows considering them their mothers. This family system eliminates the sense of deprivation and the social crimes that arise in the society because of
this sense of deprivation such as theft, corruption, aggression and revenge which culminates
into spreading problems like extremism and terrorism in the society. These problems have
largely been overcome in countries where such organization have been established. Even in
Pakistan, the children from SOS villages act as civilized and responsible members of the society. All these benefits to the society are just the fruits of the positive attitude of an individual,
who proved his greatness through his attitude and benefitted the entire world.
The conclusion is that facing all miseries of life positively and learning from mistakes at the
time of difficulties and continuing struggle with consistency and patience by adopting behavior
of gratitude is the key to success of individuals and nations. In other words, we should believe
in our destinies as what Allah has decided for us is good and should also have will-power and
determination to curb it into our favour through our positive attitude and positive efforts.
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The Sub-Editor’s Nightmare
Hafiz Abdul-Manan (2007-Mechanical)

Note: The following writing is NOT a work of fiction, Its characters are actual living breathing beings. Readers are encouraged to find the actual personalities. The narration has been
described as accurately as possible.

Characters:
Esscube: The Editor
Clad in a black robe with a black veil, thin, possibly in her twenties. Only her eyes are visible,
Dark black with a shade of crimson red.
Min Min: Sub-editor 1
Boy in early twenties, lazy, long haired with streaks of grey, wearing a dirty old T-shirt with
―Still in 80‗s‖ written across.
Jay: Sub-editor 2
Very thin, tightly suited, bright black eyes behind thick glasses, short trimmed hair and stubble
on chin.
Munia: Junior Editor 1
Girl in her late teens, short, petite, clad in a scarf, lips constantly moving as if muttering under
her breath.
AK: Junior Editor 2
Boy, chiseled face with a black goatee. Unmoving, staring fixedly ahead in space.
Dan: Ex-editor, not seen in the scene right now. Tall, thin with a long black robe.

Scene:
(A spacious hall, suggestive of a library. A large mahogany writing desk is placed before a tall
window. The full moon is shining. A tall volcano is also visible, its peak glowing.
Junior editors and the sub-editors are sitting on the front.
Facing them behind the desk, the editor is sitting. The only light in the room is from the bulb

hanging above the chairs. Rest of the room is dark, except for the moonlight coming through
the window, making only a silhouette of the editor visible. The scene bears an eerie resemblance to an interrogation room, oddly placed in a library.)
(Min Min is slouched on the chair, snoring and apparently sleeping. Jay is sitting upright, with
his alert eyes peeping behind glasses, Munia is fumbling with her hands, and AK is stiff and
silent.)
Esscube: (looking at Min Min) Ahem Ahem!
Jay: ( shakes Min Min)
(Min Min opens his eyes lazily, shoots an angry glance at Jay and sits up.)
Esscube: Do you two know why you have been called here?
Jay: (shakes his head in negative)
Esscube: (stares at Min Min, apparently waiting for a reply)
Min Min: (yawns and shrugs his shoulders)
(The editor clenches her fists, her eyes are flaming red for a second. At the same time there is
a little tremor.)
Esscube: (inhales, tries to calm herself down) I should get to the point.
(To Jay) You are called here because you have been accused of incessantly saturating your writings with onerous English words and phrases. This act of yours has lost us half of our current
readers. And quite frankly it didn‘t bother me much till I started getting angry calls from intermediate students who are saying that the Board is considering your writings to be included in
the syllabus. Some of them have even threatened that if I don‘t stop you then they will abduct
and lynch you in public. And our own members; most of them think that you are a reincarnation of some medieval inquisitors. Yesterday I got an anonymous letter which stated that your
works should be read to criminals to make them confess, because our law enforcement hasn‘t
invented any punishment which takes the cake like your writings do. Personally I think the letter has a point, every line of yours I read costs me a pill of aspirin. And frankly I am running
out of pills.
Jay: (wide-eyed) Darned I be for the insinuations are nay but a humungous pile of spurious,
specious and trumped up assertions. My oeuvres are an opulent and palatial piece of argot.
They suit the stipulations of sapient and highbrow faction of the beau monde. The benighted
and unlettered are proprietorial of my urbane erudition and likewise conspire against …
Min Min: (cutting Jay) He means that the lot that doesn‘t understand what he writes can go to
hell.

Jay: (shooting an angry glance) I assert that this...
Esscube: (cutting him): Mr. Jay witnessing your current predicament, I incline to agree with
what Min Min said.
Esscube: (towards Min Min) Now Mr. Min Min if there was any literary justice left in the world
you‘d have been chucked out of the team. You‘re the laziest person that I have ever set my eyes
upon. If you remain any lazier you‘d be left for dead by this world. Half of the people that speak
of you firmly believe that you‘re some snail wrapped in the human form. It takes you a month
to write a 50 words report. I don‘t even dare to think how you have managed to stay in the team
for so long. Every time when I see you lazily slouching or snoring, it makes my blood curdle.
(another tremor)
Min Min: (Blinks, rubs his eyes) Really? I wonder that too. (drops on the seat, snoring again)
Esscube: (pounds her fists on the table, there is a tremendous shock, books come out flying
from their shelves , the table cracks. It‘s all dusty. There is a muffled cough in the corner of the
room)
Esscube: Enough!
Jay: (smirking) That‘s right ma‘am. You should give him the boot. He‘s nay but an embodiment of lackadaisicalness, a vile scar on your magazine‘s bonny visage.
Min Min: (chuckling) At least I don‘t cause headaches and at least I am not in danger of being
abducted.
Jay: You Vile…
Esscube: (roars)
Shut …(tremor)
Up… (tremor)
You two… (huge tremor).
(the table breaks, far away the volcano erupts, shooting up lava, it can be seen from the window)
Esscube: (Panting, rests her head on the table, takes long deeps hissing breaths)
(stays there for a few minutes, trying to stabilize her breathing)
Esscube: (towards junior editors) I hope your image of this great faction hasn‘t been marred by
the inexplicable acts of these two.
Now you two have been chosen amongst many others to carry this fine literary tradition, it‘s an
honor bestowed upon the chosen few. You two should feel lucky that you have made it so far,

but let me tell you beforehand that I will never tolerate slackness or disobedience. If I got any
little hint from you two that you are not working to your utmost potential then (banging her fist
on the desk ) I will personally make sure that you end in hell. (tremor)
(Munia disappears in a puff of smoke)
Min Min: (sounding gleeful) Oh look she has turned into a bee. I never expected you‘d do that
editor.
Esscube: (sounding incredulous) It wasn‘t… (Munia reappears)
Munia: (squeaky high pitched voice) It was me ma‘am, it has been a habit of mine since I was a
baby. Every time I get scared get turned into a bee. (reddened cheeks)
Min Min: (stuffs his fist into his mouth, apparently trying to stifle a laugh)
Esscube: Mr. AK would you like to say something, I really want to go home and die peacefully.
AK: (unblinking and silent)
Esscube: (tired voice) Jay please have a look at AK now, what has happened to him.
(Jay taps him with his wand)
Jay: (startled) Ma‘am , he is nay but a bust of earthy stones.
Min Min: So he is turned into a statue. Nice work Editor, now you freaked him out too.
Esscube: (tries to speak, and breaks down sobbing) I have had enough; please leave me alone,
I give up. (Sobbing continues)
Min Min: There editor, we all have our rough patches, why don‘t you go for a vacation. You
have already done enough; let us take care of work for you.
Esscube: (cleans her eyes) (sniffs) I will do that, I am going to the moon for a week right now. I
don‘t care what happens, you can all go to hell for what I care.
(jumps out of the window and flies away, she can be seen flying to the moon)
(silence prevails for a moment)
Min Min: (leaps from his chair) Hurray ! Hurray ! We did it ! Yahoo ! (dances around)
Munia (startled): I didn‘t do a thing.
Min Min: (smirking) Exactly
(cheering again)
Come on Jay we did it. You were simply splendid. I can believe you worked that hard on the
dictionary and crammed all those words.

Jay: (appears sour) Yeah and it worked, didn‘t it? But why‘d you say such hard words to me?
Min Min: Come on man, I had to do it, otherwise she‘d have known that it was sham. And it‘d
have all failed. But it worked right! We have one solid week of no worries ahead. No annoying
messages, no deadlines, one week of eternal bliss.
Jay: (cheers up) Yeah! I think so too! Remember the time we did it last time with Dan. I
thought he‘d kill us before he left.
Min Min: (laughs) and he went to the sun for a month. The sunspot activity spiked up when he
went there.
Jay: And the scientists claimed that the half of the crime spike in the world was due to that activity .
(Another cough and a figure appears from the corner, his eyes blazing in the darkness. Approaches those two)
Min Min: (dumbstruck) No, this can‘t be Dan. No...
(Dan takes out his wand, makes a waving motion)
(A puff and the Editor appears at the window, her expression murderous)
(Both Dan and the Editor point the wand at the Subeditors)
(Jay faints , Min Min tries to say something but all that comes out is little squeak)
Avada…

(Curtain Drops)

From Jatt to Jhony
Uzair Azhar (2007-CSE)

It was mid September; I was sleeping on the rooftop of my house, so numb purging into the
seas of loath. The night was slowly giving way to a glorious morning, wind skimming my face, I
could hear the mild chirping of birds and cows mooing at some distant place. Tranquility leisurely being transformed to flurry of voices with a constant throbbing of the tractors. The persistent buzz of flies was making me edgy but I didn‗t want my dream to end; a pleasingly beautiful women‗s hand gently rubbed off mine as she walked off with a graceful dignity, it was all
so perfect as she opened her fastened lips to utter something… All of a sudden a heavy manly
voice brought me out of my heaven, traumatizing me. Horrified from the happening I tried to
regain control of my troubled body. Consuming a few seconds, gathering my thoughts I heard
my brother yelling out for me ―Come down, fast, this post is for you.‖
I hurried down the staircase to find the letter in my brother‗s hand. Thinking about the possible senders, but with no clue I opened the envelope, it was an admission letter. I was admitted
to ―UET-Lahore." An intense firestorm of mixed emotions engulfed me, but I finally found out
that I was happy.
Is it really true that everything happens for a reason? My entire family started packing up my
bags, pushing in everything they could and after a heated discussion I was able to convince
them that there was no need of taking a charpoy along.
The next day I left for Lahore. Travelling out of city for the first time had much to learn. As the
bus slowly drove out, watching the peaceful countryside, my mind overflowed with the zillion
precautions that my mother had told me before departing: from keeping money in the inner
pocket to not pick food from strangers. I enjoyed the mythical motorway, though I had always
thought of it being twice as wide as it is, but any how after nearly four hours we entered in Lahore. The hustle bustle in Lahore didn‗t bother me as I had read a lot about it. After gathering
up my luggage I asked a rickshaw man to drop me to UET. Subsequently I was dropped at gate
number 3 and charged an extra 80 rupees which I obviously didn‗t know of. Still I thanked the
driver endlessly for his favor.
Assembling my luggage and thanking God for granting me admission in such a prestigious university I entered the compound, There were no barricades at that time else I might have been
questioned by the police officials as a suspected terrorist.
My first sight found the university as I had expected, but I had no idea that my static life had
entered a turbulent river of a non ending race.

Soon after walking here and there which was torturous with the luggage and being guided
wrongly each time by the students, I finally decided to move in the opposite direction of what
they told me.
A few things that I learnt first.


Always negotiate a half on what rickshaw man tells you.



Always take at least three opinions from different people about the place where you
want to go, even then bear in mind that the probability of your reaching the place is
meager.

Finally, I reached the admin block with a triumphant grin, I completed half the documentation,
but fortunately got my allotment to the hostel. Soon I took off to find my hostel. While walking
across the university I observed people around me were polished, impressive and elegant individuals.
The next day I completed the rest of the documentation, and tried to get along with my roommates and get used to the mess. The mess was an entirely different world.
The next day I entered my department cleanly dressed in spotless starched white shalwar
kameez ironed satisfactorily, my shiny hair oiled and combed like text book‗s ―good boys‖ attributes to the precision of nanometers. After gazing at the time table on the notice board I was
unable to figure out how to read it, though I wasn‗t new to reading time tables but it was in an
obscure official format. A senior who observed my precarious situation, guided me to the class.
As the door creaked open, at first it was a sea of mesmerizing colors but then it were 35 pairs of
gleaming eyes which baffled me, the room was a cataclysmic place. I got hold of one chair at
the extreme far end. I entered with my eyes digging deep into the cemented floor, the distance
that was merely 10 meters looked like an entire football field. Those agonizing few seconds
ended as I got into the asylum of my chair. After a few minutes I felt a bit comfortable. Taking
the liberty I started peeping around. First idea that came into my mind was about listening music because seriously I had no clue of whatsoever was going on! As music has much variety and
different genres i.e. pop, rock, classical etc., same is with students. I had read the ―pop‖, ―rock‖
appearances but experienced it for the first time i.e. the Lahorite boy‗s alias ―prestigious ones‖,
looked something like Abstract Art , their hair were master strokes of some legendary artist like
Gul Gee, notifying a declaration of war on the onlookers, shaped up like cannons stiffened in
the air to engage enemy. Let‗s not forget that getting these perfect hairstyles isn‗t easy. The
things that really impressed me were the frazzled clothes, as if they were the prototypes of
some incremental model being developed in phases of time or by mistake the clothes have been
passed through a paper shredder-repeatedly, or else looked like they were mangled by a rooster
farm of Gujrat; literally looking like they‗re hanging by a thread, torn and tattered. Obviously
how can the prestigious one‗s lose consciousness of the energy crisis, these clothes don‗t need

to be pressed at all. Despite the fact they had an undisputed aura of an aristocrat, and beyond
doubt I did not fit-in. I was called the ―Jatt.‖
Well the girls were the unprecedented and unparalleled creatures, being the sole rulers of their
"kingdom of heavens", a look at them can set the hearts on fire, taking a closer look at these
"queens of hearts" can make you unconscious. They flexed to talk to their friends in a highly
civilized manner, hair elegantly cut, layers and fringes, the cut seems to be straight out of the
covers of "vogue". These Elizabeth Taylor, Lindsay Lohan duplicates had their own little world.
Eyes drenched deep in Black, lashes curled to perfection, considered to be the persona of perfection by many around. For a Jatt falling for them was nothing out of question.
Despite the welcome that I had received from the class (and how can I forget those seniors who
had made me do some really stupid things), I was a separate entity in the class. My routine was
hostel to class and class to hostel. Nobody used to consult me in any of the class‗s matters neither was I informed. The ―prestigious ones‖ and the ―queens of hearts‖ never even thought that
I existed. Time passed and my complex of being backward multiplied, It affected my studies a
lot, I was unable to secure good GPA in the first year. Summers are not a good time to think but
with a ruined year I had nothing else to lose. I gathered all my thinking power and with a great
esteem applied it as soon as the university reopened. This phase I called ―transition‖.
I changed my appearance in something compatible to a classic version of the prestigious ones,
started speaking out loud my point of view blithely unconcerned what the queens or Mr. xyz
would think. At first my views and points went unheeded but later it started working, it often
instigated a good amount of opposition but then I was able to convince them, and there on I
was finally heard. Time passed like a supersonic jet and the third semester concluded. After a
long wait the result was out and I passed with flying colors, Now I was a part of that class like a
leaf in a tree.
The difference between Jatts, prestigious ones and the queens was now overthrown, and today
a sense of faultless homogeneity prevails, which makes my UET the best university blended
into uniform consistency of amazingly contrasting backgrounds. I have completed my journey
from
―Jatt to Johny‖.
Best of luck to the rest out here!

The Personality Forge
M. Hamad Zaheer (2007-Electrical)

There are many kinds of people that we encounter in life. Some are humble and polite while
others are vain and envious. And through the course of our life we come to hate some and befriend others. And we sometimes fall in love with someone. We are sometimes attracted by
beauty and sometimes by its mere illusion. Here is a simple guide to kind of people you will
most likely encounter in your university life.
The CR: No matter what his/her nature is, there are many traits that are developed in him/
her because of this unique position. First of all this uniqueness creates a sense of importance
and hence the reason of vanity. They are usually hardworking both in studies and in fulfilling
their responsibilities. If you want to have a good and friendly relationship with them, first of all
resort to sycophancy because everyone who works hard would like a little sweet talk and flirting. You would find them very cooperative because they like everyone to think positive of them.
They would be very happy to help you in studies. But never get too close because they will have
a surprising shift in personality wherever they are no longer… the CR.
The womanizer: This person is everything Britney Spears says in her hit song Womanizer.
They are very cooperative to girls. Always looking for reasons to talk to them, help them and
get their appreciation. This may sound a little exaggerated but you will know when you will
meet one.
The Entrepreneur: Well the name says it all. This kind of person has a businessman like
persona. He takes everything seriously as if his fortune is depended upon it. He always dresses
very formally as if going on a professional meeting. There isn‘t much to say. You will only see
seriousness and gravity.
The Game Maven: This kind of people usually have played every game you can name or
have ever heard of. Gaming is their passion and life. If you have something new from the gaming world you will have great conversation with them but if you have something primitive to
say like you finished the game DOOM, then don‘t embarrass yourself by saying that. They are
Command and Conquer maven, a GTA consigliore and Kung Fu master. Besides games they
are also interested in cartoons which have a teenage audience and a little blood and gore, especially Japanese manga like Naruto, Dragonball and One Piece to name a few.
The Traitor: Not everyone is to be trusted and especially with your secrets. This is kind of
person who will use your weaknesses against you and even blackmail you out of vengeance, out
of evil or simply for pleasure. Never trust him. Always keep a suspicious eye on him. He is nor-

mally ironic, sardonic observer; nothing escapes his eye. He is very slippery and always on the
lookout to create trouble.
The Kid: Well this is the kind of person who hasn‘t grown yet. He spends a lot of time in trivial things. Always looking for someone to share his everyday mundane experiences or discuss
StarPlus Dramas and looking for appreciation. He spends a lot of time on Facebook mostly
playing Mafiawars or Farmville.
The Regretful Socializer: Here is a person who has uncountable acquaintances but no real
friend. He is a very amiable and humble person. He helps everyone in every way he can, irrespective of gender. He is the kind of person you will always enjoy company of. He has many
admirable qualities like being good at cricket, football and other sports. He really doesn‘t have
anything negative to say. So, move forward…
The Eye Candy: This term is usually used for girls. Maybe it is used for boys too but its not in
my knowledge. This is a kind of girl who spends hours in getting ready for university everyday.
Choosing the right clothes to wear, the lipstick to match the clothes, she gives considerable
time to every detail even that which is subtle (well at least to most of us). She probably has a
wardrobe with more clothes then there are days in a year, outfits of every kind from western to
eastern and even plain old Punjabi. She is usually vain, naive and easily patronized. The way to
her heart… Ahem ahem… well, don‘t get yourself injured. So my piece of advice is: assume an
air of superiority and ignorance.
After reading all this you might be wondering what persona fits me. Well, I think my writing
says it all.

Love Story of An Electrical Engineer
Ali Ahmad (2008-Electrical)

She was going with a drift velocity. I was just roaming about in the campus like a free electron,
when suddenly I was attracted by the magnetic field of her curling eyes. She stopped like a mod
-10 counter. She multiplied her direction signal with exp( jπ ) and after the addition of 180
phase shift, she observed me just as I am a 32-pole synchronous generator. Her eyes gave me
an impulse and my impulse response was a hysterical smile. I approached her and said,
―Excuse me, my name is Mr. Lovely.‖
She said, ―Then?‖
I said further, ―Ma… er… actually the problem is… that… um… that I am… I am in love with
you!‖
She stared at me as if she had just seen an n-dimensional null space of my face matrix.
I requested, ―Please don‗t say no. If you wouldn‗t love me then I will commit suicide in the
EMC lab with 190 volts DC electric shock.‖
She replied with a very aggressive look on her face and a terrible gaze, ―Then do it!‖
It was the first time I had observed her thoroughly. She was as tall as a lightening conductor.
Her hair were curly as if they were having a self inductance of 100kH. Her face was as white as
the terminal window of red-hat. Her nose was like a triangular wave. Her eyes were two simply
connected domains. Her lips were two clipped sine waves. The big mole on her chin was like a
MOSFET-transistor. Her nails were shining like a freshly prepared PCB.
She blurted,
―What‗s your program now? Getting lost or not?‖
My answer was ―no‖.
―What the hell you want from me?‖ She shouted.
―I just want to say what Gilbert Strang said to his wife… means that...‖ I said humbly trying to
insist her. But after seeing the negative response on her face, before receiving a slap, I ran away
like a cascade of electrons in the Geiger Muller counter.
The linked list of my emotions had been disposed. My feelings were like a dynamically allocated array of hopelessness. I wished she could have done Fourier analysis of my heart and first
derivative tests of my emotions so that she could come to know that it did not involve the coef-

ficients of deceit, unfaithfulness and cheating.
I had learned all the theorems of Love Structures and Romance analysis but she was just like a
newly proposed algorithm of personal complexity with O (N N) without any solid justification or
evidence. I tried to prove myself to her by induction or by contradiction but there was a constant message of segmentation fault. By constantly calling Pop and Enqueue functions and constantly receiving parse error saying ―entry not found because data type of love is incompatible‖,
I realized that I was just wasting my time on such a girl, having an empty stack in her skull and
completely filled queue of vanity in her heart.
One day I was sitting in the Lalazar doing z-transform when I noticed her coming towards me.
The vectors of my eyes fell on the vectors of her charming gait and the resulting cross product
appeared was a smile on her face. Her hair were oscillating just like a sine wave on a CRO. My
heart started generating signals of exponentially increasing powers of surprise. After a while,
she said in an artificial aggressive tone.
―What was your name... Lovely? Wow… what a name you got.‖ she laughed heartily. I noticed,
her teeth were like a saw-tooth graph.
She continued. ―If you don‗t mind can I ask something… Do you really love me?‖
And after my answer, there was again the same attack of aggressiveness and shouts. She busted
liked a burnt polarized capacitor. It was a malloc (Self-Respect) call to my sudden reaction on
this behavior. I said in a very harsh tone,
―Ma‗am, your mind is always upset like the probes of function generator or trainer board in
DLD lab. If I had the DMM then I would show you the RMS value of the induced voltage of my
heart. But I think the logic probe of you emotions has a wrong pin configuration and the electroscope of your mind detects only the negative points and thoughts. Otherwise you will never
find such digitally and electronically efficient pure lover like me.‖
―O really?‖ she was normal in nano seconds, so shouted with joy.
Thank God the papers of Ishq Algebra and Pyar Fundamentals were over and I had beaten the
whole campus by having 4.00 GPA in them. The convolution of two love step functions have
started, so the ramp function of our bond began to rise with maximum slope. Now I will try my
best not to terminate this infinite For loop...
For ( love = 0; ; love ++ )
{ cout<<―May God Bless Us‖<<endl; }

Revolution
Usman Anwar (2008-Civil)

―This system is totally corrupted and collapsed. A common person is sufferer. If we need
change, we have to take immediate steps. We have to revolutionize our lives to bring this
change. Take the example of load-shedding…‖
Darkness ruled the room for a moment and in the next instant, white light emerged from the
back of my brother creating an aureole around him, making him a kind of mystical saint.
―What‗s the time by your watch?‖ My brother asked.
He must be a saint otherwise such questions particularly at such conditions are beyond the
premises of normal beings.
―It‗s five minutes to nine‖
―No, it won‗t be. You are mistaken‖, my brother shook his head as something impossible had
been done. ―It must be exactly nine‖
―No, I‗ve synchronized my watch with GMT‖, I resisted, ―it‗s five minutes to nine.‖
―I have had firm believe in WAPDA than GMT‖, he added with a serious face, ―God knows they
are the most punctual things on planet earth, or may be, in the whole universe. Just do what I
say.‖
And I did exactly opposite to what he said.
Few minutes later, he turned, picked the emergency light up and went to the study room, saying, ―Just do what I say.‖
And that was when I thought he was really a saint.
I was handed over to darkness. I lay down on the floor facing the ceiling of the room. The darkness was at its zenith in the room which was reproducing strange thoughts in my mind. I sat
with a question in my mind that what‗s the logic behind load-shedding on Sunday? So, I called
at the regional office of WAPDA.
A stiff voice roared over the other end ―Yes, what‗s the problem?‖
―Electricity is the problem.‖ I said in a confused voice with a large emphasis on problem than
on electricity. He misinterpreted that.
―Are you telling me or asking from me?‖

―I am telling you, sir‖ I justified myself.
A sudden response was, ―then I would love to tell you that I know that, Son‖
There was a big laugh at the end.
―But what I want to say was not that‖, I initiated the discussion to put a stop to his laughter, ―I
want to ask you the logic behind load-shedding on Sunday when all the main markets in the
city are closed.‖
―So, that‗s all you want to ask?‖ he asked with his voice still stiff.
I replied confidently, ―yes‖
I heard the big laughs again but this time, he was not alone. I hung up the phone and returned
to my solitude. I laid down on the floor again. My mind was full of anger. ―I should do something‖. I was sweating. I was frustrated mentally. Then, some voices echoed in my mind. ―If we
need change, we have to bring revolution‖
I raised myself up, smiled and exclaimed, ―Bingo! I‗ll bring revolution. I‗ll pursue people for
change.‖
With fervor, I decided to tell my family about the contribution I‗m going to do for the lives of
the people.
I went to the study room and knocked the door, twice.
―Who‗s there?‖ a voice came.
―It‗s me brother.‖
―Want something?‖
―No, I just want to tell you…‖
―Get lost, then.‖
Since it was a usual reply, so I didn‗t surrender, and carried on ―Bro, I am going to bring the
revolution and I am going to revo-lution-ize the lives of people.‖
No sound. There was silence on either sides of the room. I knocked again.
―Who‗s there?‖ same voice came.
―It‗s me brother — still‖
―Still you want to revo-lution-ize the world?‖ he asked mockingly.
―Yes.‖
―Get lost.‖

Since I was left with no option other than to leave, I did exactly. I thought of telling to my
mother. So, I went to her room and knocked the door.
―Come on son‖ my mom replied.
―Mom! I want to tell you something about the change.‖
I thought revolution might be a bit too much for my mom to digest, so I replaced it with
change.
―What kind of change?‖ mom asked kindly.
I said enthusiastically in carefully chosen words. ―Change that you and daddy want to see.‖
Instantly, wrinkles appeared on the forehead of my mom.
―O my poor baby! I never thought that we would hurt your feelings like that‖, more wrinkles
appeared, ―If me and your daddy said we need a girl, we mean it naturally, not the way you
supposed...‖
That was enough for the revolution I wanted my mom and dad to see. I assured my mom that
I‗m not going to do anything insane and she is not going to say ―I have a son and a daughter‖.
But as far as revolution was concerned, I thought I should try my university fellows. They are
all full of zest and zeal. Next day, during the break hour, I gathered my friends and asked them,
―How many of you want change?‖
One of them spoke, ―It depends on what do you mean by change.‖
Okay, it won‗t work. I should try to hurt their emotions.
―Okay, listen! How many of you are messed up by the illogical and excessive load-shedding?‖
No hands were raised. It was only I who was not having UPS installed. After that I didn‗t ask
them any question. I told my buddy the whole story about revolution. He listened to me silently, then momentarily, don‗t know from which part of body he gathered all that energy, and
bursted on me.,
―Who do you want to change? These people! If you would ask them about a change, no hand
will raise, but if you ask them about a day-off, you‗ll be welcomed.‖
I looked at him, puzzled, ―then, what to do?‖
―Go home, take a sleep. These are the minor issues. Prepare yourself for big issues. Ignore
them. Try it, it‗s easy.‖
And on my way home, I was relaxed. This revolution thing was a hard one, but this ―ignoring‖
thing, it was even more powerful and more relaxing. I must say you all should try that at least.

“Entering UET and…”
M. Hashim Abbas (2008-Mechatronics)

Entering the UET and crossing the gate No.3 is just a phenomenal happening. If for the first
time, someone is going to give UET a go, that very moment takes him somewhere else. He
starts looking down upon non-UETians because he feels exalted, considers himself having
wings. What on earth can offer him satisfaction, more than just being a UETian can do? He
finds that his life has been transfigured.
He has new dreams, he is filled with the joy of friendship with new contemporaries and expectation of co-operation from seniors. He never knows before, that the seniors, to whom he is
hoping to be supportive, will even deprive him off with his right to speak on the very first day.
Whenever those rapacious ruffians see that spoiled brat, they trap him cleverly but despite the
fact they look plausible to him. Eventually they bring the boy to their own gang, then he feels
himself, absolutely helpless and his own hands, tied firmly.
This decent custom is generally known as Fooling and is practiced everywhere, on buses, in
hostels and even in the campus, But here, I will be demonstrating the Bus-Part only.
These seniors consider their junior to be transforming each and every order of theirs into reality e.g. giving introduction in which ―Brrr…‖ comes after every sentence, mentioning five of lion
-eyed girls (and believe me, nothing is more horrible than this), getting the snot out of nose
violently etc. Vexatious expressions prevailing his face create a right worth seeing chuckle when
he sees towards girls. The seniors call it a confidence building measure. They never expect ‗NO‗
from him. Suppose if he negates anyone of his orders, his life may be in jeopardy. Any kind of
hesitation shown by him is surely considered to be a sacrilegious, audacious, blasphemous,
presumptuous, impertinent, impudent and pragmatic act. Even if when the bus stops on any
signal on road-side, he receives a new order, like selling the peals of banana to all the people
standing on the signal, or clean the mirrors of the cars on the signal with your own handkerchief‗.
The non-UETians observe the true spirit of being a UETian. The poor chap feels himself in
stone-age surrounded by beasts. He cries ‗O damn!‗ calls his parents ‗what deceiveth thee?‗
What maketh the verses of Ghaalib;
[1]

―kahun his se mei k kia hai, shab-e-gham buri bla hai,
Hamein kya bura tha merna agar ek baar hota‖

and
[2]

―Marty hain aarzu mein marny ki;
Maut aati hai, per nahi aati”

But it is too late now.
He comes to know that if somebody is desirous to experience the vicissitudes of life he must
take admission to UET. This is only his responsibility and rest of the task is of those disastrous
masters they will make him taste its true delight. Even [3] ‗DONs of UET‗ avoid to give him refuge during this practice of a sacred obligation. Six dimension start narrowing themselves for
the innocent fellow. Even after his best ever effort, put for the fulfillment of his sentence, they
never say. [4] ―Ca s'est bien passé!‖ He realize that armistice and mercy are the words, never
found in the dictionaries of those ghosts.
He goes mad. He becomes insane, starts using strange and clumsy words in his start of insanity;
―philaucinaucinliphilication‖ ―supercalifraglisticexpialidocious‖ ―Prenumonoultramicrocopic
silicovolcanoconiosis‖ blah blah. He forgets everything. He just wants to get rid of life; at that
very time, turns racialist.
And if here, I keep my tale clandestine, I would be doing injustice. Those inexorable rascals
named me as ―Laila‖ and kept on making me fool for more than one month. I have foregone
beseeching for them if they ask for. They reprimanded me on my each and every refusal, supported by the fact that they were all in all at that very time, as if they were threatening me.
Have you ever experienced the situation, in which dopatta is covering your head, extensive use
of lip-stick is dominating your whole face and you are singing the song.
―Main hun magboor Laila;
Chand Ka Noor Laila‖
and standing in front of at-least a hundred people, seeing them chuckle at your trembling legs
and confused acts? I have! This is what ―they‖ call ―life‖ despite its embarrassing aspects, it
turned out to be the most memorable time of my life, but still then, it blazed the conflagration
of vengeance in my heart and then I saw new chaps, entering the UET and…
End notes:
*This very essay applies to both boys and girls, expect the story of mine.
[1] To whom, I may say how hideous in night of gloom; I would have no qualms
about dying, if it wouldn‗t be recurrent death.
[2] I do die, hoping to die; death comes, still comes not.
[3] ―DON‖ doesn‗t mean that one, you are perceiving actually ―A university Professor‖
is called ―DON‖
[4] ―That went Well!‖
Caution: ―Laila‖ is a trademark of mine and any illegal use of it would be brought to book under ‗copyright act‗ of ‗Route No. 3‗.

Why I Can’t Lose Weight
Ubaid-ur-Rehman (2008- Chemical)

I was again feeling extremely dejected and alienated as empty plates, empty bowls and unforgiving eyes were continuously starring me. They were asking the same questions. ―Why can‗t
you control yourself? Why don‗t you understand that you are not the only member of the family?‖
Amidst these bombshells of harassing and taunting comments I was wincing and trembling.
The continuous barrage of hiccups rolling up the digestive tract was more than enough culpable evidence that I had again ruled the roost.
It was an everyday lunch affair for me. The moment eatables start getting arrange on the dining
table, they mysteriously disappear. My hands were the wands of devil, gulping each and everything on which one can lay hands. The tragedy continues till mother rebroadcasts her lunchtime pack of allegations, as a result of which, I have to make the hardest push; a push away
from the dining table.
But that day, enough was enough for the whole family and for me too. They called an AllParties Conference and announced; ―Since obesity is obscenity, so either you lose weight , or
we‗ll be forced to lose you.‖
―Look at yourself! Just look at yourself! Do by any stretch of imagination you look like a human
being? To me, you simply seem a ten-ton sack of potatoes crowned with a water melon head;
sixteen inches thick sheath of cholesterol. Fat rounds your body and sections it into innumerable rounded portions and you awfully unaware of it, are still busy eating pastries‖, my sister
gave the description regarding the geographical contours of my body. ―Nope, you are wrong, I
am not eating pastries. These are Donuts.‖
I skillfully rebutted all her allegations. ―Whatever! If I again see this thing at home, it would
certainly be the last time I see you.‖ She was not impressed by the chutzpah. I painfully
dropped the donuts; they can‗t see someone eating, do I take away from their plates? Although
their main allegation was that I don‗t let them have plates. I stood up making a firm conviction
of not allowing them insult me every now and then. I instantaneously went outside to devise a
strategy. I ordered three shawarmas, half liter Pepsi, and two plates of French Fries and immediately started thinking how can I lose weight.
That night I woke up at an awful time probably late midnight. I offered my ritual pilgrimage to
the fridge but that was empty. I must have taken dinner before sleeping, I thought. As a pass
time activity I turned on the Television and instantaneously cried Eureka for there was the

thing I had been looking for ages. I saw a slender, zero sized, razor edged, alabaster skinned,
and ebony haired lady selling the elixir of obesity; Sauna Belt. She said, it‗s so easy, just wrap it
around your insubordinate body and within minutes you would be sweating from every Nook
and Cranny of your body and those packed sheaths of cholesterol would melt in minutes. The
lady from Venus even narrated her own sordid tale; ―Once upon a time. I was so obese that tailors had to use three measuring tapes simultaneously to take a complete round of me. It was
even more humiliating as they demanded extra charges for the sojourn. I was deprived even of
the basic happiness of a woman; to see other women more obese than me. My eyes used to
weigh every woman but could never find a competitor since even my shadow used to weigh
sixty pounds. And then in this dark, gloomy and stark environment, I heard of Sauna belt and
since inside every big woman is a skinny woman wrestling to get out, so I immediately wrapped
myself in it and now you see I have been reduced from Exa (1018) to Nano (10-9).‖
I was greatly moved with the tale, the end streams of tears were adorning my cheeks. I rarely
trust women and to trust a woman that has rightly told her weight is like befooling yourself but
she was right. Today‗s social acceptance standards demand not even a paper clip of fat. I rightly
wonder, had Marilyn Monroe been alive today, she would likely have been termed an Oil
tanker.
The next day I went to buy Sauna belt. On the road I saw a blind old man with a weight machine. I thought it‗s better to weigh myself first, before going for the treatment. I boarded the
machine, but as soon as I did , there was a great hue and cry. Machine shrieked, cried for mercy
and ultimately got unconscious. A card board hung out of it ―For Humans only!‖ The blind man
blurted ―Oh you swine, it‗s for the humans. Go to the zoo if you want to weigh yourself. I do feel
sorry for the Hippos there.‖ For a moment, I thought of banging his head with the out of order
weighing machine and then cudgeling him many times but my passion of mercy for the old
crank over took me. Soon I entered the store and ordered the belt. Immediately it was placed
before me. I opened it up and tried to wrap it around but it fell short by fifty inches and my
hopes of becoming Brad Pitt in days also dashed down. A painful incident started flashing in
my mind; once I was in a departmental store, busy getting myself in a coveted blue jeans. The
store owner patiently watched for half an hour while I wrestled with it. Then He turned up to
me and said ―Respected Sir! It is Levi‗s 501. I am sorry but I believe you should try Levi‗s
1002.‖ I sheepishly smiled and asked ―And where is Levi‗s 1002?‖ ―I am sorry sir. It‗s still in
making!‖ Store owner sardonically replied.
I came out of the store dejected. With my head fallen down, I quietly started walking back
home. Suddenly my friend Danish came up. ―Hi, how are you? I have good news for you‖. For a
moment, I tried to smile but I knew that he was the wretched of all creatures on earth , still i
asked ―what on Earth is the good news?‖ His eyes twinkled with mischief ―Oh Big guy, you have
gone world famous. Last night I spotted you on Google Earth, there you were termed as the

brightest and densest speck on earth, even NASA applauded your stupendous efforts and said if
you continue to grow by this rate, within a year planets would forget to loop around sun owing
to your overpowering gravity.‖ I knew! I knew He had come to ridicule me. So I immediately
grabbed him and embraced him with my celebrated Anaconda‗s ferocious hug till started yelling for Mercy. ―Oh, I am sorry, leave me, for God sake leave me, actually the news was something else!‖ I loosened him up. It took him an hour regaining his lost breath. He handed me a
visiting card. ―Take it, this is the card of the doctor who reduced Adnan Sami from Bomb to
Paper pin, I have got a special appointment for you tonight. Now, be on time!‖ ―You have
solved a great problem of mine‖, my eyes were wet with tears of gratitude. ―But you know big
boy, I have a quiz for you, tell me which is the biggest animal on earth?‖ I wondered why is he
asking but I replied ―Its Blue Whale weighs 100 tons, runs 40 m long and lives in water.‖ ―Yup,
you are right, but you know big guy, you still outsmart the poor chap by 100 pounds.‖ This time
he took to heels before I could lay hands on him.
Later in evening, I entered the clinic. It was a well lit shinning room. Everything was glistening.
Nurses greeted me with faces gleaming with love and affection. I entered the doctor‗s room
where my Messiah was sitting waiting for me. As soon as I grabbed the chair, he started ―You
must know Mr. Ubaid that obesity is obscenity; its worst of all scourges on Earth. Obesity is the
best example of the fact that God doesn‗t continue to help those people who help themselves
again and again, round the clock 24/7. And you see there are various disadvantages of it as
well .You can never ride an elevator, since it has to rise up again. Similarly you can never go to
Buffet since in the end they have to earn profit.
I interfered ―Yes, it‗s all right, but I want to straighten up few things for you, before you get
start with the treatment, I can do whatever to get back in shape except taking exercise, getting
up early or eating less‖, I retorted my conditions. ―Hmm. you are a gone case then. Surgery is
the only option left for you now.‖
I felt scissors, knives, scalpels all running on my entire body. ―And What if I do not commit to
surgery?‖ I enquired. ―Sorry then, you have to die early‖. Hmm! So I have got to lose weight to
stay alive, I contemplated. After weighing all my options I replied, ―I am sorry Doctor, but it‗s
still not enough of motivation for me.‖ I scrambled out of the clinic as I was getting late for the
dinner.

Once a Uetian is always a Uetian
Emran Sheikh (2008-Industrial)

Engineering is a noble profession and I am proud to be a part of it. During my sophomore years
which I am still spending auspiciously, I availed the opportunity to serve as a student, debater,
presenter, writer, event manager & project leader. The work and the characteristics I built during those years still flow like blood in my veins and remain keen in my memory. The goals of
me and my engineering colleagues, is to keep UET strong and vital, because we, UETians know
the important role we have to play in creating a better Pakistan.
To be a UETian is not an ordinary trademark, it‘s an extremely marvelous & honorable title,
it‘s a permanent stamp on your external as well as internal character which cannot be erased
by the application of any of the removing methods, neither by any powerful detergent nor by
applying any Zubaida Apa‟s totka.
Being UETians always make us feel Proud & blessed by Allah Almighty. Now I will elaborate
some of the characteristics of UETians that remain with them till their last breath.
There Are Three Kinds of Engineers in This World.



Some Make Wonders Happen.



Some See Wonders Happen.



Other Wonder What Happened.

We, of course, are the third type of engineers.
A very 1st thing about UETians is that they master in cramming, sorry super duper master. UET
in its very short time interval teaches handsomely all its students to cram and cram. We
UETians always focus on cramming & believe, regardless of the length of the syllabus, it ought
to be started prior the exams so that we could get some time to use our unique ability of cramming. Moreover you will find Students in the examination Hall whispering….
“Oyeee osammmy yeh voh question hain naa jis ka answer (- 2.55558n/m), 3 diagrams bnani
hain, aero plane wala…”
I will tell you how UETians look like, the picture which is enormously fat, seem to be blown up
with a powerful pump and face looks like a monstrous ball of dough, I swear to Allah that this
boy or girl can‘t be a UETian, A typical UETian is always Skinny, skinny & skinny…
Three categories of the students exist in UET, one who are geeks (theetas) and others are

chillers, both of them are rarely found in specialization. In UET you can find a mix of product
normally known as all rounders (Rellu Kattas) one who is neither a sharp student nor a versatile sportsman.
When you ask about commitment, responsibility & tension, a typical UETian will stare at you
so monstrously that you will rummage on your words that if you have abused them. In a
UETian‘s mind you will never find the words (commitment, responsibility and tension) and
thus he becomes an everlasting unit of commitment-less & tension-less Personality.
Just to give you a flavor, a UETian is lucky if he gets A+ in two consecutive subjects in a semester. But Oh! how they craved, wolfed & wrestled for A+. UETians dream about the A+ throughout the semester but problem is that a typical UETian does nothing for it. Afsos sad afsos!
Just mention the word (A+) to a UETian and he will start dribbling in his mouth & this peculiar
habit to get everything in maximum by doing minimum‘s minimum is present in almost 70%
UETians… (hahaha)
It‘s a rebellious act for a UETian to even consider himself behind to apply for any kind of job,
what if it‘s a job to be a sales boy in Pervaiz alu cholay wala or to run Microsoft as a CEO.
Above mentioned properties are highly confidential for other university students, because
these are pure UETian X-tics and we are proud of it, because these kinds of specialties make us
like a true engineer who are affecting the country.
These UETian X-tics embedded in a UETian so strongly that nobody can‘t change them even
his/her boss but conditions applied. (*Super-volatile-highly flammable material called
wife can change him)
You can easily recognize a UETian, whatever the post he is enjoying in an ABC multinational
company you will always find him speaking loudly, behaving like a CEO of the company
(actually a trainee Engineer on reference), putting latest cartoony clothing, raising loud statements but doing nothing presentable and productive at all. He is 85.22% UETian, because he
was once a UETian.
It is a custom here; don‘t focus on a single girl here, as we follow the natural rule,
In the garden there are various beautiful flowers, why to pick only one? Why,
Why???
But this habit in UETians flourishes astonishingly which becomes very jostling and threatening
for them after passing through the matrimonial gate in the later half of their life with their life
partner.
Every student gets an opportunity to sleep in class. But a few miss those beautiful moments…
And those idiots are known as Toppers!

I studied but never topped, today toppers of best universities are my employees.
(Anonymous)
Bus! Yehi statement hamain top krnay say rok deti hay… :-)
In our tenure of four years we receive a cluster of texts to join societies e.g. debating, literary,
dramatics, ASME, IME CLUB, etc. So after cramming these lines we make these lines useful for
us to make a matrimonial note (Zarurat-e- Rishta).
“Me & Myself (Uetian) is opening his memberships for shadi for a nice, beautiful, intelligent &
richie Rich Girl. Forms are available at Khamas Photocopy (shopping center). Submit your
forms at info desk in front of the main library to My father (your Expected Father-in-law)
until 28 December. Interviews will be in lecture theaters on 31 st December from 12 to 3 pm by
my dadi and nani, amma along with your future jhaitz and jhitaniz.”
Circulate.
Let me reveal a secret to readers. Besides the exaggeration of procrastination and sluggishness
of UETians discussed earlier. He has something in him that every mother in Pakistan dreams
to send her kid University of Engineering and Technology, Lahore. What do we conclude from
this?
A UETian is still on the top of our industry. The lesson we learn in these four years in this historical institution earns us respect and honor throughout the world.
UET has a say to UETians:
Remember to remember me, forget to forget me, even if you try to remember to
forget me I will never forget to remember to remind you to remember me.

The Facebook Status
Areesha Gul (2010-CRP)

Among Facebook freaks, there are ―status freaks‖ too. Today I, certainly, can categorize my
friends on the basis of their Facebook status. Whenever I go online, I can guess with utmost
assurance that ―what‗s running in her mind?‖
Let me share them with you. Firstly, I have a “TEA status” friend who is always in the state of
having, or likely to be having Tea, like;
“I‟m alone… just me... and my CUP!:-( ”
“Awesome weather! Ek cup CHA‟AYE to banti he hai!:-D”
“Damn feeling like someone would make tea for me at the moment....”
And finally, as she is much discussed in terms of TEA in the comments, she would update her
status as ;
“So cold today...... but see, I‟m not talking about TEA anymore!:-/“
Then, I have a “24/7 status” friend, who believes so much in updating us with her current state
as if she is some CNG on which people or their activities are dependant. Her status‗ are Like;
“Going to market…”
―Buying tomatoes…”
“.....OMG!! Someone! please save me from this beggar lady..... chasing me throughout the
shopping! :-/”
“Back from shopping…”
“Having water…”
Now, we are just waiting for the time when her status would be like;
“I‟m Breathing…”
“I‟m Blinking… “
“I‟m turning left…“
Oh!! How could I forget my ―FFF i.e., Fashion freak friend”. Let‗s peek on her wall;
“Friends! Please suggest me any colour in which I should die my hair this time! B-)”
“OooppsSs!! I‟ve got my left hand‟s first finger nail broke!:-( ”

“WoOow!! 6 inches heel....!!:-D:-D”
“SORRY! Can‟t update my status as my nail polish is still wet! :-P”
“WHAT TO DO NOW!:-D”
And then, there are people who are always likely to be as sad as their status is. Even, If they
have nothing else to say, they won‗t disappoint you; at least they can provide you with “ :-( ” as
their status. So the day when their status is not updated, you can guess they must be ―happy‖.
I‗m sure all of you must love the competition of number of “Likes” and “Comments” among
your friends. Recall for once, the soothing affect, rather the feel of proud, you felt when you get
more “Likes” and “Comments” on your own status than those on your competitor‗s (who happened to be one of your friends), so you feel like, ―Aha! I‗m more popular.‖
You update your status regularly, even more regularly with the hope of being rewarded with
the comments like, “You are the only one about whom status I be very sure that it will be updated”. After that when ever you miss updating your status any day, you looked forward to wall
posts like, “missing your status today”.
At any important event or day, you know that everyone must be online for being the first in updating their status‗, so you immediately update yours too, so you can have maximum “Likes”.
Actually, excuse me please, I‗m feeling like I should update my confession.
“The respected facebook status!
We all know that you are so HOLY, DEAR and VITAL to us. I am sorry for bubbling in disrespect today! :‟( ... :-P ... ;-)”

Ask Guru Jia
Disclaimer: No letter is answered with good intentions. We want you to solve your problems but still if you are sending us your problems then you are yourself poking your head in
Jia‟s den for nothing.

Q # 1: Dear, I just wants to tells you that my English is awesome, but people keeps on judging
me wrongly, they said that my english is very bad. And also they makes fun of me that my
spallings are wrong… kidly sugest me sum good advize to shut there mouths, thay annoys and
rages me sewerelee!
Guru: Kid! your problem has no solushion, but your English is no doubt the bestest, so just
ignore your jealous frends!
————————————
Q # 2: Dearest, I have encountered a grave trouble. I can‘t sleep well at night. I try my level
best to close my eyes and push every tension of upcoming Mids out of my mind but these stupid thoughts invariably find room into my endless mind, and keep me wide awake throughout
the night. And during lectures, I could not open my eyes to look at the white board.
Help me please!
Guru: Theetaism… huh… Incurable!
————————————
Q # 3: I am an obsessed girl! Mam Jia, I love to eat chocolates, even I want to live in a chocolate house and want everything to be of chocolate; and chocolate is my obsession. The problem
is that I am very fat, even fatter than your imagination, and my younger brother calls me
pumpkin, balloon, fatto and many others, I don‘t know from where he gets such teasing names.
Please give me a good piece of advice to lessen my volume without abandoning chocolates and
also tell me the way to teach my brother to behave?
Guru: Oh was that your brother, who wrote a letter requesting one hundred names for fat people so miserable that I myself suggested him 101 names like drum, barrel, jumbo pack etc.
Don‘t worry fat kid, keep on listening to your brother‘s insults and keep on eating chocolates,
one day you would explode, and no one would call you fat. And keep a check on your brother‘s
mailbox, ‗cause your brother is equally dear to the guru as you are.
————————————
Q # 4: Guru, please tell my roommate to behave himself. I am just sickening of him. He is a

chubby little fellow. He eats throughout the day and creates a lot of mess into the room. My
room seems to be more like dustbin. He don‘t let me study and watches Punjabi movies with
full volume. Tell me what do I do?
Guru: Dear, I am giving you some tips, hope they will be effective. Use them daily in the
morning.


Start behaving the same as your roommate does. Create a lot of mess, unwrap
fruit on his mattress and then claim innocence. In no time you will get used to
your dustbin and he'd find a dirty friend and you both will live in peace.



Also start liking Punjabi movie characters ‗Shera Gujjar‘. Paste big posters of
Saima on your side of the wall and always talk about new Punjabi movies. After
sometime you too will start liking Punjabi movies the problem will end .He will
start getting irritated on there names even.
————————————

Q # 5: Guru Jia, why boys of UET are not allowed to visit girls‘ SSC? The boys feel a sense of
discrimination when they see girls visiting in their SSC. The boys have started pampering inferiority complex. How can this sense be minimized?
Guru: Sense of discrimination? Implausible. There is only one way to get out of this feeling of
prejudice kid. Get one scarf and a gown from one of your classmates. Put on some make up on
your face. Wear high heels and some bangles in your hands. Dress up nicely and decently so
that you can have a look of a girl. Now enter in GSSC doing catwalk. And end up your curiosity
by eating oily samosas and staring at empty dishes decorated in the shelves. Hope you would
not be caught up by anybody and if it happens then I don‘t know you, seriously.
————————————
Q # 6: Dear guru, tell me which is the most deserted and desolate place in the world?
Guru: Mechanical Department, specifically in the free hours of Architecture department.
————————————
Q # 7: Hey guru, you know my friend cheats me all the time. She pretends that she can‘t understand any lecture and asks me a hundred questions before completing her assignment but
still she ends up the semester with 4 GPA, brightly showing up on her DMC. The most heartrending thing is that that I can hardly cross 3.5 every time. Tell me what do I do?
Guru: Oh Poor you, don‘t you know she takes exam guesses from me? Have you ever tried
them? Nope? Weird. Take them from Al-Khamas Photocopy today. Each guess costs 500 dollars.
————————————
Q # 8: I am a despondent teacher of UET Lahore; my problems are more than the number of

students in UET. The students here are like bulls. They are so stupid that they don‗t consider
their teacher for a minute; they come late in the class without completing their assignments
and then pressurize the teacher to pass them. I really want to shoot them. Moreover, ‗Three
Idiots‗ has blazed the fire more. Everyone now is trying to become Rancho; dim-witted engineers never feel intended to study well. Please suggest them to behave them-selves or I will fail
them all.
Guru: Ahem ahem… Calm down sir. You should not kill that innocent person who thinks too
much about the betterment of engineering students. You see they need to do other very essential things too, like watching movies, buying gifts, giving them, taking phone calls, having easy
load, sitting in Lalazar blah blah. They already have too much pressure on their little minds, so
they don‗t get enough time to study. And we should all help each other. Well, I will pass your
message to them. Kids, stop teasing your teacher please. Why don‗t you prevent taking the lectures? Use that guess stuff to get pass.
————————————
Q # 9 Hi Guru! I have a trivial problem but it has screwed me up for long. I am Addicted! Yeah
I know there is nothing serious because I am not addicted to any Bad stuff, in fact it‗s something Worst. Facebook is the new book that‗s reading up my life. I spend three to four precious
hours of my day on it and yet can‗t get enough. It‗s affecting my studies and many other things.
Whenever I plan to quit it, I find myself helpless. Kindly suggest something good to knock it
off.
Guru: Hi net-bug! Well, I have a very easy solution for your addiction. To knock something off
one needs to acquire something else to kill the need. So, start Twitter and deactivate Facebook
account. I bet you won‗t call yourself addicted after that, at least for a month.
————————————
Q # 10: Great Guru! I am having a tough time with my studies. Whenever I open my books,
my mind dwindles in the valley of dreams. I start imagining myself as a hero. I see myself rescuing a girl (mostly my class fellow) and then killing the villain (always my best friend). I am
really sick of it now. I can‗t study properly. I don‗t watch many movies but still the house opens
up for me whenever I open my books. Help me please or I‗ll…
Guru: Dear Hero, the solution is very simple. You just need to fix two things. Make a ―straight
line‖ of that ―love triangle‖ you are having in your mind and don‗t be a villain in love story of
your best friend.
————————————
Q # 11: Hi Guru! My problem is very common nowadays. I am a complete SMS freak. I can‗t
stay away from my cell phone even for a minute. I take it everywhere with me. I feel alive when
listen that sweet beep on receiving a message. But few days back, I have noticed that it‗s not

something good. I am unable to concentrate on any other thing. Actually, I get lots of messages
every time and I consider it my utmost obligation to reply them all, at the very moment I get
them. Please suggest me how can I reduce the number of my incoming messages and can refrain myself from sticking only to my cell phone?
Guru: Dear SMS freak, I will TEXT you the solution to your problem later. Cheers!
————————————
Q # 12: Hi Jia! My mother wants me to get married as soon as this semester ends. She has
passed a solid statement that as shortly as I will clear this semester she will marry me to a girl
of her choice. Believe me; I don‗t want to get married now, No way, not at least after this semester. Tell me what to do?
Guru: Hey that‗s good news in fact but as you are running away from it, so I have a good plan
for you. Your mother wants to put you on steak after the end of this semester, right? But who
has asked you to end it? Stop studying, skip classes, get a probation and here you go, no wedding.
————————————
Q # 13: Dear Guru! My problem is very common and I am trying hard to knock it off. I am just
too much involved in watching movies late at night. So, I can‗t sleep properly and my next
whole day passes in tackling with sleepy eyes and throbbing headache. I tried my best to keep
myself away from watching movies but I failed. Please help me and bless me with a good solution as you always do.
Guru: Oh… Is that a problem? Really? Well, I have a good solution for you dear. You can easily
get rid of it if you may get some easy tips to overcome this addiction. For this, watch the Movie
―Changing Self‖. You know it‗s an excellent movie; the story, screenplay and direction is so
good that one can watch it a hundred times. So, don‗t waste a moment, just watch it tonight.
————————————
Q # 14: Dear Guru, I have a problem regarding my health; whenever I wake up in the morning,
I feel a severe headache in my stomach! The doctors of UET have failed to diagnose my problem, if you could diagnose and find a solution for my problem, I‗d be very thankful to you!
Guru: I have diagnosed your problem. You are having a sudden attack of tonsils in your right
brain, that‗s why you must feel pneumonia too and despondently, you are also caught by lungs
infection, in its malignant form. I think you need a transplant of your left kidney as well. Time
is short. Poor boy!
————————————
Q # 15: Guru Jia, I have a problem, whenever I walk in the campus I feel that all the students
are starring at me. What should I do?

Guru: I think your new hair cut is not suiting you well. My advice is to get some Mustard oil
and massage your head daily, before entering into the campus. It will surely increase your
popularity as well as the aroma of that oil will make it unable for your teacher to complete a
two hour‘s lecture in your class. Pretty beneficial!
————————————
Q # 16: Guru Jia, my friend is facing some problem. He can‘t stand in front of some people.
You know, whenever we stand in the class to present something, his feet start trembling, his
forehead gets wet of sweating, his eyes open-wide and he gives a little jerk to his neck after a
while. Don‘t ask guru, his breath drops and he could not utter even a single word? Suggest
something please.
Guru: The problem is not with him, problem is with you, why don‘t you stay away from him.
His right foot is under your left foot, fool. You better reduce your weight and have a check up of
your eye-sight. Oh, poor friend of yours.
————————————
Q # 17: Hey Jia, I am confused, kindly tell me why have they placed that big white-blue watchtower kind of thing in Library crossroad?
Guru: Don‘t you know dear? It‘s a very effective thing with lots of uses. Let me tell you some of
them.


You might have seen the white sacks on that watch-tower. Those are maybe the
sacks of sugar and our government has placed them up high, to keep the sugar
out of the reach of sweet nation.



It is a good source to find your missing friends. There is no guarantee that you
will find them, in fact you lenders might find you.



If you want to prove someone down, then you can stand on the top of it. He will
surely get down.
————————————

Q # 18: Dear guru, I am lazy, I admit it that I am but now I want to improve myself slightly.
Can you suggest me some exercise?
Guru: A good suggestion is to increase the use of sugar in your diet. It will have a direct effect
on your activeness. Want to know how? See, the more you will use sugar, the more you will
have a need to find it in different stores and thereby all your laziness will run away.
————————————

Campus Walk
Akhtar Khaki (06-TEM)

The survey camp is now over and many have flown from the ―freedom quarters‖ of the hostels.
The morning seems very calm and serene. This is my prison-break, the last semester and the
last examination which will churn out an engineer out of me. I was one of the thousands student in the university who want to have some freedom and relax themselves after graduation.
After severely beaten by the intermediate and the entrance test I had a fancy that UET is not
what it is famous for. UET and hard work did not seem much parallel for the people outside the
campus, but when one enters the university, it‗s a different world. Four solid years; it is alike
selling your soul to the department. I should have started my own business. Opportunity
missed!
And at the end, a brain which does not think right and is not technical will not help getting
through the job interview. I became a victim of MTC disease during my third year; this disease
is common among the university students. A recent study on the disease reveals that the equations developed were true and had a correlation factor of 0.9887. Students suffer with this disease after the examination in which they have complex questions and simple solutions! Why
don‗t they ask it straightly? Why do they Make Things Complex?
By the end of third year I realized that there was another important component of the graduation degree; I was to complete the project. The university allowed me to explore my possible
talents. I realized I had the talent to mentally torture people with my poetry. So I took for the
Literary Society. I was needed for everything in Literary Society. My hundred percent attendance in Literary Society‗s affairs did count towards the GPA.
I had to complete my project and submit it in due time. And for the viva, firstly I needed to
memorize my project title. I can boast off my project name with the maximum words in the
project title alone – an amazing figure of 15.
Walking around the university brings back the memories of my university life - the walks we
had in and around the campus.
The saying ‗Lahore, Lahore ae‗, sounds fit for UET as well. There is a city within a city. No matter how I spent my time in UET, there are many people who tried hard to market me as an engineer. The list is long and I do not have ample space to mention all the names, but I cannot
conclude without thanking the teachers, the vice chancellor and the university itself. I would
also like to thank the chai-wala, who provided me with the right amount of tea to keep me
alive. I would like to thank my fellows without whom I could not have done any worse or better.

In Vino Veritas
Junaid Mustafa Gohar (2007-Industrial)

When her terra-incognita turns terra-firma developing panoptic; air-flakes arrest appeasement
by the perfume of smoke that resurrects when the kernel of her heart gets incinerated in the
fire of frenzy fancy; love senesces. When rainbow sires colors and sheen to sky; flowers flummox fragrance with their beauty; clouds becloud the blue sky; fowls flourish fantabulous flight;
rose recrudesce the romance; then zephyr replete with figment of Amor enfolds her; love senesces. She becomes vague in her consciousness when the color of her beloved appears on the
canvas of her imagery; she is incarcerated in numbness; crayon agitates in her hand; the colors
didder and a sparge receive her eyes, her form, her soul; a congruous surreal imprisons her;
she with me; she with her beloved; juxtaposition; levanter gasconades; zenith, she finds herself
with me at; reign of fancy she discovers; a congruous surreal; love senesces. Her eyes shedding
lachrymal suddenly stop, love senesces as her sentience senses my silhouette; the silhouette of
whom she loves, she is alive for. The reminiscence of her surreal salvages her from the infliction of loneliness. She feels satiated when she finds me close in her imagination. The curtilage
is of my love she perches on; she likes to whiff the scent of the grove of my love. I have been
resuscitated to the love-feelings by her love; love osculating my soul. She becharms me; her innocent sculpture beguiles me. For her immense love and impregnable affection I find my gratitude due to the deity for finding myself worthy to this great benediction. I; her beloved exacts
the love; he implores God for more love; he esteems her his Helios, his Mithras, his Apollo.
Erato has been pampering my lady. And under the influence of Erato she versifies her fancy
for her beloved; for me. I divulge what I garner; I ask for her companionship as I am under the
influence of fancy; In Vino Veritas:
Fly with wings,
Décor the realm,
Of images, dreams,
Relieve me! Biter;
Truth on earth
O solacing boon! Take me to his,
Kingdom of which,
Me and me alone,
Is the princess

We both live in,
Hands in hands,
Walk side by side,
On the flowery paths,
On the dewy grass,
The happy lark and birds,
Of morning sing for us,
The winding lake,
Always flow happily,
Before our palace,
The enchanting scene,
Fills our hearts,
With a new joy,
Fancy keep me always,
In circle of his arms,
Core of his heart,
In showers of love,
O fancy reveal!
His face still in vision!

My Incarceration
Ayesha Akram (2007-AED)

I felt choked when I tried to raise shrieks which turned into a cacophony of quietness, when the
cornucopia of glare stabbed in my eyes and when I found my blood stagnant and my bones broken, when my groping clarified of having no heart in my chest and when tusks of loneliness in
my body were felt by me, when my legs were fettered, I found myself no less than a prisoner, I
was not given a birth but a prison, I realized then.
I have been imprisoned in love. I have been imprisoned in desires. I am a prisoner of feelings,
prisoner of beliefs, prisoner of ego, prisoner of deeds, prisoner of myself, perhaps, my imprisonment is life. My words, my actions are the prisoners of my lips and my arms. My soul is a
prisoner of my body and I am considered alive and well. When my body will be imprisoned by
earth then no more my soul will be in imprisonment, I will be declared dead then.
Whenever l had a desire to commit suicide, the prison of my religion didn't allow me. Whenever l desired to do worst the prison of my conscience didn't permit me. Whenever, l desired to
do well, the prison of my evil didn't allow me.
My cage, my confines, my cell changes every time I get myself accorded well to the imprisonment. I have started thinking myself as in a penitentiary, suffering with the punishment of self
-transformation.
My cheeks tasted the tears impregnated by the salinity of my miseries and grief but the taste
was lost soon and I was ensconced and peace was induced in my membranes as a little consideration to "Life is an incarceration for a Muslim but a paradise for non-believers", was paid by
me.

Ensconced I am
Junaid Mustafa Gohar (2007 –Industrial)

All that left with me is a belief - the belief that solaces me. The belief that lends my ragged desires serenity though for a while; the belief that serves as a cure for the blisters of my burnt
heart and allows me to perch on the fragile existence of itself and places me in the valley of fanciful oasis where I burn myself when I feel the warmth of your breaths - far away in the hutch
when I implore the memories to enlighten the dark night at the cost of sacrificing the companionship of my only friend – solitude, I find myself in the ashes. This belief, this notion is more
than a blitzkrieg for me. I am sure of having sincere time in my life that would feel my excruciation I have been living with for a long time and will lend relief to my emaciated and disturbed
feelings. One day the sun, privileging me, would earn you clarity to the fact that I worshipped
you.
The lucubrating rays of sun on the Earth will let you know that how this Earth was made narrow for me! Rising sun will read that how every moment of being-alone was so drowning for
me. Fancy! The somberness was blessed by the torso I worshipped. I never wish for your eyes
be looking for the eyes which were used to circumambulate your stature, used to fancy about
you. I don‘t want your eyes be delving for the two quarries in which the gems of your name
were. But I solely know how I evinced and which turned into a gaffe. Swept away that dust cannot be from the mirror of my mind that obnubilated my dreams when I heard your dissension.
My groping clarified of no heart in my breast. My ouzel of the love‘s lake lost wings. Your words
were much repugnant. But, In fact, I was unraveled, unraveled of getting happy, unraveled of
my prudent attitude of having you. But still I am ensconced with the thinking that I am unaware of the pace of the stars that they can stay in the orbit lucky for me, though for a little but
they can.

The Road to Chitral
Shamas-ul-Zaman (2007-Electrical-KSK)

The clock strikes 9:00pm, and I remember what to do. It was 16th June, 2009, when the news
channels announced that the road to Chitral had been opened for the traffic. The long way of
Chitral that stems from Peshawar and passes through Malakand, Chikdara , Timergirah, Chikdara and Dir, had remained blocked for about 2 months due the tumultuous Swat operation. It
had a severe effect on the life of the people of Chitral who had remained disconnected from the
rest of the country. Import of different food materials from the lower areas had stopped. Prices
of fresh fruits, vegetables and other accessories were soaring. Only those who could afford the
expensive plane tickets were taking off for their work down to the cities. But those who couldn‘t, awaited the time when the Army would put the last nail in the coffin of the extremists.
———————
Although Chitral was in the same area where the extremists had much hold, they had failed to
gain any access to the territory. The reason was something other than the army‘s hold. History
recognizes Chitralians for their peace. And they were united in order to maintain the record of
their history. So they fully opposed any extremism and supported the government. In this regard the great Mountain Lawari Top helped them a lot as this mountainous road blocked them
from coming to Chitral.
———————
As I was saying, the clock struck 9:00pm. The good news on the TV channels goaded me into
action. I started packing my luggage. I was told that I should wear shalwar-qameez on this
road, because the extremists, if by chance hold us on the way, would show no mercy for not being in what they called Muslim dress. Oh my God! I hadn‘t any. It was late night in Peshawar
and the markets had long since closed. What should I do??? I was very confused. Somehow I
managed to get hold of a pair of shalwar-qameez. Hardly did the colors match! The qameez
was much too long and shalwar was way too short. In this dress I was looking like a typical
Moulvi in French-cut beard. If I could get a rosary in my hands, I would possibly be able to do a
very good job to brainwash the extremists, who like donkeys follow the one who shouts loud
and beats them up.
My journey started early in the morning. There was a huge crowd at the bus stop. They, like
me, had been waiting in Peshawar for days or even months for the road to open. A large number of mini-vans were in a line to pick up the stranded passengers. I had to rush and pull myself in as soon as possible. It was not easy to cut through the mob of long waiting people and
drivers. I managed to hop into the third van in the queue. The mini-van that takes fourteen
passengers at maximum at a time was loaded with eighteen. It tends to be unbearable, but both

the driver and passengers agreed upon it for the latter had to pay less fare. I was finding it difficult to accept the deal. Just imagine four people on a seat that is made for three at. But then
again, I was being charged less, so that made me a little less comfortable.
As we were passing through the crowded roads of Peshawar, Mardan, Battkhela etc., people
were looking at us with an expression that seemed to say ―Any last wishes before you move
on?‖ But I know what most of us were thinking about. We would gladly have gone through hell
as most of were going to meet our families after a very long time. Particularly me, as I always go
home after a one-year long wait.
I was thinking about the extremists. I wanted to be a hero, imagining they come our way and I,
like a Pakistani action movie hero, smite them down and leave the scene unscathed. Thank God
it was only an imagination. Phones were ringing every other second, as relatives of my seat and
‗van-fellows‗ inquired their safety. For the first time I thought that when I graduate as an engineer, I will install a mobile booster in my own village, so that my family can also call me every
other moment.
The sense of humor is naturally gifted to some people. And almost all the people of Chitral have
quite an artistic sense of humor. We were on a journey that could very well end in death. And
yet, around me were people laughing, mocking each other, and many a joke being directed at
the ridiculous way I was dressed. The next moment we were on the empty roads of Malakand
division. But on the turns and above the road, army men were on the high alert. We had to get
out of the mini-van at every check-post and prove our identities. What I saw on the last checkpost of Malakand was a long queue of the trucks carrying fruit, items of everyday use and accessories. We have been told it took them more than two months to get here form Peshawar. It
was such a miserable situation for them. After all they had to deliver on their contract. I found
a feeling of respect growing in my heart for them, for having waited patiently for so long and
exhibiting integrity.
Now we were successfully moving towards Chikdara. It was also a very sensitive area. But we
were quite confident to move on because Chitral Scouts had its cantonment there. We expected
them to have arranged safe routes to let their brothers cross the valley. And indeed they had
done so. We were across in no time.
The van-conductor told us, as we were moving along the roads of Chikdara, that a few days ago
Chitral Scouts made a silent search operation inside a mosque there and successfully captured
about 30 terrorists. They were all bearded men and had been taking refuge their for many days.
The painful thing was when they were interrogated, only three of them were found to be Muslims, all of whom belonged to the same area. The remaining terrorists were non-Muslims who
had come from across the border. They only knew how to pray five times and nothing more.
And such people were preparing our innocent and simple brothers for what they called their
‗Jihad‟. What a pity!

After passing safely through this risky area, we were moving towards Timergarah. We were
told that the situation here was much more serious and the government had imposed curfew.
People were looking at each other in concern. I was praying to God that the curfew be lifted
soon. Otherwise we would have to wait like the truck drivers in Malakand . After some time we
were told to rush fast to catch the alternate route through Bajawar Agency. Let me tell you that
this was the riskiest agency and the army was ordering us to actually go through hell. We had
no choice, so we agreed to move on. The fear of being ambushed or caught in cross-fire gripped
us. Smiling faces had lost their color. Mobile phones were kept on emergency alert. My imaginations of being a hero lost its script. The only thing we could do was pray to God. There was
complete silence in the valley. Buildings everywhere had collapsed. We could hardly see a soul.
Firing could be heard short intervals apart. The road and town area was clear, and the army
was performing an operation against the extremists on the mountains a little away from the
road.
We were told that during the search operation in the Bajawar agency, some of the army men
found boxes full of local and foreign currency notes. I thought that was amazing. I wondered
where they could have come from and what would the terrorists do with these notes? God
knows better!
After having looked death in the eye, we were finally out of Bajawar. The phones started ringing again and my ‗seat-fellows‘ were talking to their relatives and friends. They were pretending to show that they had triumphed over the whole operation that had been going on for about
two months. And I let myself drift along the current of my imagination once again, and found
myself the commander of my journey fellows. I felt that wasn‘t a bad thing to imagine. If they
could lie to their friends, I had the right to at least imagine myself to be the commander of this
army.
However we moved towards our next destination, Dir. Operations was also being carried on
here but it was not a hurdle anymore on our way. As we approached the Lawari Top, (about
10,000 ft high mountain), we breathed the fresh air of success. As I mentioned earlier, this
mountainous road helped us block the terrorists from coming to Chitral, because it remains
closed for about four months in the winter season. The snow covers the road and our beautiful
valley remains detached from the rest of the country.
After a long journey of twelve hours, I finally reached Chitral. Usually people feel so much exhausted after having such a wearisome journey. But I was feeling good. And to get to my village
I had another four hours of journey ahead of me. But I had other plans to follow. As long as I
was living in Chitral, I didn't know about popular places there. I had only heard their names:
Kelash Valley, Garam Chashma (hot springs) and Shandur (the highest polo ground in the
world). After I‘d moved to the south, I felt their importance. Any new friend who met me
would know about these areas even if his knowledge of Chitral itself was limited. So this time, I
decided to first visit each of these places one by one before going home!

Capturing Life
Dania Saif (2008-CSE)

―I just love cracked mirrors‖ I told my friend and she gave me a sharp tough look. I further told
her that I deliberately crack mirrors. She didn‗t believe my words, my strange words with
strange thoughts. ―Tell that to fools, dear!‖, she mocked at me. I understood her perception
that I was joking. So I decided to give her a practical demonstration of my liking. I held her
hand and took her to My Room, no! Strange Room... No, No! My Room. As we walked in, I felt
her curiosity rising on its peak. ―Are you crazy? Why have you cracked the mirror in your
room?‖ she shouted at me. ―Just because I love them…‖ I answered calmly. ―Reason?‖ she
asked. Ah! details… I always hated details so I decided to ignore her question and asked her to
move forward and take a visit of my whole room. She walked in my room… no, strange room…
No No, My room!
First she saw my dressing table with a cracked mirror, she moved ahead and saw cracked
screen of my computer‗s monitor. Her facial expressions were getting furious. She moved forward and saw another cracked mirror of my photo frame, my cracked window mirror, cracked
mirror of my wall clock... she gave up and landed on my bed, ―God! You are crazy!‖ she exclaimed. And then she saw my cell phone and iPod lying on bed having cracked screens. ―It‗s
high time now. Just tell me why the hell you break all the mirrors?‖
―…to catch Rainbow‖ I answered
She was lost in my weird words while I spoke further, ―rainbow depicts every color of life. But
we poor souls can‗t catch every color. So my thirst for the colors makes me see wisely. I can easily catch every color now…‖
Her mouth was wide open with amazement and she hardly uttered, ―How? Show me!‖
I went to the switch-panel of my room, turned on all the lights of my room and there were
Rainbows every where… in every mirror. She witnessed that there were rainbows in my
room... yes, rainbows in my strange room!

Air
Shabeeh-e-Zahra Zaidi (2008-Environmental)

You are around me. Wearing the invisibility cloak, you stealthily envelop me. Your trance
around me shrinks so close that you begin to travel on me through the pores of my skin. My
senses become alive and each goose bump on my body feels you. With a gentle gait you move
towards my nostrils rejuvenating every pore of my body. Waiting impatiently for such a pleasant visitor my nostrils welcome you in my body and as you pour in and pour out in a periodic
pattern, the stagnant and stale soul is recharged from the dearth of life. New spirit is breathed
into me. I am Alive once again.
I sense you through my senses. You are abstract. Substance less you are with different attitudes and feel. Your expression clear like the crystal waters of fresh streams. You remain calm
and composed in the humid weather. You exhibit your solitude and distress in utter silence as
if you never existed. Your anguish and revenge is deadly. You blow in swirls and loops fast.
Companion of the tsunami waves you ballet with the waves to cause complete annihilation on
the shores destroying the sand castles of my dreams that I created with much effort. You blow
away all that nature created and challenge the artificiality that humans create to demonstrate
your force.
My footsteps are blown away by you. I find them no where. They are changed into grains of
sand that are deposited in my eyes and make me cry. Mischievously you play hide and seek
with me. You play with my hair. Tickle and hide in the trees and bushes. The rustling of the
leaves and the sweet melody of your voice is the omen of your presence.
In spring you carry the sparrows and geese on your wings to aid them to the sky. You transport
the fragrance of roses, jasmines and chrysanthemums to give the tidings of the season of
blooming. You steer the water Lilly through the pond sheltered in the confederation of trees.
With the monsoon rains you turn chilly. With autumn you scatter the crispy dried leaves all
over the pathways to spread hundreds of exotic colors. On The onset of winter you turn brutally frosty. You and the smoke from the chimneys carry the sound of wolves on full moon
night. You benumb my senses, paralyzing my body and freezing my thoughts, turning me into
the cold arctic desert. I am barren.
In summers you burn me as you blow past me. Even in the refuge of trees or any shelter you
manage to find me and heat up my eyes. I am blind for moments. You carry searing and scorching heat that travels to my brain and turns everything grey.
Air you‘re so strange and vivid. You possess magical powers. Sometimes when you blow you

bring back to life the memories of the past. You transport them from the forgotten world into
the present where you see them as if it was like your own reflection in the mirror. Very clear,
very near and very much true.
You wither away the sand dunes, rocks and old buildings. You haunt travelers in the abandoned mortals and inn‘s as you welcome them from the sharp and shrill sound of door hinges
and broken windows.
We are alive because of you. Your one of the five basic elements required in the earth formation. You first blew when are world was created. Though your so old but you have not aged with
time but your as fresh and young as you were on the time of your creation.

A Night Mare Or A Wake Up Call?
Muaaz Khalid (2008-Civil )

After having a great hang out with friends, I was dead tired. What I wanted to see desperately
was my bed. As soon as I came back to the room, without bothering to change my clothes, I
rushed straight to my bed and fell asleep immediately. I hardly recall what I dream, most of the
times. But the dream that followed that night is clearer than anything in my mind even today.
Beautiful green meadows were a treat to watch. Lush green grass was fluttering in the cool
breeze. White little flowers were presenting the beauty that every critical eye would be forced to
admire. Trees were laden with fruits of all kind. Birds of various colors were flying around as if
the paint brushes bearing various dyes move around by themselves on a canvas. They were
chirping melodies of peace and love. Sun was shining bright, yet the heat was soothing. It
seemed like nature had not hidden any of its blessings from that land. That green and white
scenery was just ―Picture Perfect‖.
Soon the face of the entire beauteous landscape vanished. The sun seemed nearing and mercury was shooting to such an extent that it was hard to stand in the open. I then rushed to the
dark shades of the trees, but my effort was in vain. As the trees which were casting dark shadows were merely wooden stocks now. Their leaves were coming down rapidly. Birds which were
flying in the air were now attacked by the bigger ones. Traces of fruits vanished. Nature turned
furious and atrocious dark clouds started to rise on the horizon. The shift was horrible. Harmony no longer existed. Air turned poisonous. I could hardly breathe. I started to run here and
there to look for something that could save me from heat and furor.
The beautiful green and white picture was now a pitiful panorama. Indeed a terrible one.
I got up all wet from head to toe sweating. After switching on the light, I drank a full glass of
water without a pause. I thanked God that it was merely a dream and nothing more. I switched
off the light and went to sleep again. But this time, I could only close my eyes. I was not completely out of the trauma. The night was dark and dead silent.
I kept on thinking about that dream and out of nowhere my conscience spoke out loud;
―Was That Merely A Dream Or More Than That……?‖

Hope
Sundas Fatimah (2009-Mechnical)

My breath came out cold as I wandered in that frosty winter night. My feet were leaving prints
on the fine, crunchy ice. After trudging for some time I stopped and looked back. All I could see
was the snowy white ice and on it, looking like dark halo, imprints of my feet. Not at all elegant,
the way they used to be, the gait had lost its grace. They were uncertain, heavy and stumbling
steps. For some time, I sat there wishing for these prints to vanish, staring them as if only staring would make the ice melt and fill those spaces, known to be prints of my feet.
When the fingers of my feet protested against the intense cold, l sighed, making a frosted white
cloud in front of my face. ―This ice is so strange,‖ I thought. ―You walk on it and your feet and
body stay warm, alive. Stop at it and it eats you up. Just like sadness; walk over it and you will
stay warm, and alive, but when you stop, you will suffocate and die.‖
Darkness surrounded me and the earth shined bright under my feet, I again walked ahead. The
snake-line imprints of my feet were following me everywhere. On the path, all the trees were
bare with naked limbs intermingled, giving an eerie look. The path was leading to a lake, all
frozen. Taking small steps I reached there. Feeling an unknown dread I took a peep into it. The
clear icy surface showed me a face with dangerously dull eyes, colorless lips and mattered hair.
‗Who is she?‗ I wondered.
The fear inside me seized me back, stopping me from acknowledging the answer I already
knew.
‗It is you…‗ the wind whispered in my ears. Stooping again, I looked into those eyes; I extended
my hand, the ‗figure‗ extended her hand too.
I touched it. So icy cold! I shivered.
‗This is me…‗ was it a question or a remark?
A tear fell on the icy surface, I withdrew my hand and without looking back stood up, vacating
the place which showed me my identity, my reality.
I staggered on with a heavy heart, wishing that darkness swallows me up; makes me a part of it.
Torn I was due to the questions, the questions to which my mind knew the answers but the
heart didn‗t want to acknowledge.
I was running away from inevitable. I was afraid to voice my fears. I wanted to pretend that
everything was fine, same as ever. The sun still shines, the moon spreads its glow and the stars
twinkle in the vast velvety black sky, but then why was that so cold?

The tail of footprints was still following me; I crept through the silent cold night, hugging my
own self, for in all this obscurity and draftiness, my body was the only asylum which told me
there was Hope.
And I moved on…

My Stolen Cherry
Rija Muzammil (2009-BAE)

I used to scribble notes, on my notebooks, on bits of papers. I used to write excerpts, little stories, rehearsed memories, dreary feelings and crazy sentiments. I was an amateur – I thought I
was a writer.
I used to paint; sceneries, landscapes, broken images, still lives. I started to sketch figures, unsaid emotions and rich speculations. I was childish; I thought I was an artist.
I loved reading; hundreds of novels, short stories, articles, poems I read. I loved to read about
places: wonderful places, people: unnaturally beautiful people, unpredictably idealistic people.
I used to know names; famous names. I used to know people, their biographies. I thought I was
a scholar.
I used to adore glitters. I liked beautiful clothes; lovely gowns, sparkling scarves, elegant frocks.
I loved wearing evening gowns, with long shining sleeves, with exceedingly graceful heels, with
extravagant crowns, with trailing veils. I thought I was princess.
But what I actually had were course books with lessons of A. O. Hume or maybe A. O. Duke,
whatever his name was. I had sketches, endless sketches of the latest microscopes, and shiny
intestines, ugly cockroaches and wriggly earthworms. I was told to write too, essays, infinitely
long essays on punctuality and cleanliness.
I even had beautiful clothes, all white with blue ribbon at the edges or corners. I also had my
uniform, with my faithful black coat shoes, or those buckle ones.
I used to be a dreamer. But I was, in fact a school girl, and I so hated it. I hated the building, I
hated the same teachers, I hated the routine, I hated the tests, the sessional, the papers and
most of all I hated result days.
Now, after these small three years since I had left school, I think back. And I can‘t help falling
In-love with the innocence, the trust and the spontaneity of that time. How could I not miss
those swings, those pushing and pulling games, those sweets and tiny pieces of chocolate cake
on birthdays? The golden times: when I cried; elders hugged me, friends gave me chocolaty
kisses on cheeks and at the end a lollipop used to heal everything.
What I wouldn‘t do to trade all my mature writings, my artistic paintings, my endless collection
of international best-sellers, my elegantly beautiful wardrobe and sparkling sandals, all for
those days. I‗d give my advanced high-tech mobile phone for those paper chats, and my sleek
shiny laptop for those Nintendo games.
But then again, since when had life been fair, and since when man had ever been grateful, after
all.

My Precious…
Mehak Hassan (2009-BA)

I keep them safe; away from the hungry eyes of the world; secure from getting scattered. I pick
up one by one, by dirty and careless hands – hands controlled by minds that cannot even begin
to appraise the value of my most-cherished gems.
So, I keep them, in my treasure box, safe and locked in the deepest and darkest dungeons of my
vast and limitless mind. How am I so sure that my box is safe? Ha! Because there is no one who
can unlock the secrets of one‘s mind. In fact, no one will ever be able to find the door that leads
to my treasure chest.
My gems are ‗I‘; rather, I am my gems. My memories, my experiences and adventures, my cognition – they are all of me. But most of all, my in-the-moment experiences, they are my mostcherished ones.
But there are questions that I cannot come up with answers to: Why do we end up losing the
one thing that we hold most dear? Why can our in-the-moment experiences not remain in the
moment forever? Why does our happy present fade to distant past? Is this a pattern that we
cannot interpret?
Every time that I am on a new adventure, experiencing new and joyous moments, the only fact
that makes me frown at the end of the day is that my newest experience has already evanesced
to a memory – transformed itself into another gem that I will keep with me. Every colorful moment merges and resides within that gem, that I call both experience and memory.
And so, I try really hard to make myself believe that my pure and everlasting gems are all there
in my chest, sparkling even in the darkest hour. And I also try to believe the fact that I can find
the one I want; when I want it, I look at it with the same ‗evergreen‘ clarity.
But then, the realization hits my face like a slap and pulls me out of the daydream. Every other
time that I retrieve a gem just to have a look at it; I shockingly find that my gem is shining no
more. It is all hazy, a blur. I panic, and the more I try to wash this cloud of haziness away, the
more it flakes off, peeling away its own identity. I hyperventilate, realizing that soon, I will not
be able to recognize it. It will be but a piece of rock in my elegant treasure box. I suddenly stop,
my heart aching with every beat, and my fear hitting its peak. Now, I am afraid of facing the
reality, the truth that all my bright and shiny gems will corrode to lumps of dull rock. And then,
I go into absolute shock, knowing that a time will come when I will not be able to tell from
painting seven-feet high walls, to visiting salt mines in the summer; from the excruciating pain
of losing a father, to the bliss and pride of having two brothers; from standing high on top of a
hill with arms wide open to picking mushrooms in damp and twig-floored woods.

The Right Thing
Asim Shahzad (2005-Chemical)

―Please Sir; give me some money, in the name of God.‖ Asked a beggar when our car stopped at
the traffic signal. My friend ignored his pleading but I thought of some generosity and tried to
help him. ―Here take some money.‖ But before the beggar could collect the money, the signal
turned green and my friend instantly drove the car, depriving me of charity.
―Hey! I was trying to help him‖ was my response at the cold behavior of my friend.
My friend replied in his cold and angry tone, ―Huh! People like you encourage these bloody
beggars. These good-for-nothing idles should be shunned every time they beg till they eventually give up.‖ Haven‗t you heard that, ―The devil finds work for idle hands‖ I tried to lighten up
the conversation. ―Are you trying to give me a justification?‖ my friend pounced on me. ―Relax
buddy I am just trying to suggest that may be he was really in need of some help‖. I tried to explain. My friend had every right to interrupt so he did, ―Come on dude! You can tell from the
very first look that they are pretending. I know I did the right thing.‖ My friend declared putting an end to the conversation.
―Father! You are empty-handed again today‖ asked three kids to the beggar. After a pause, the
beggar who was strained by the labor today, looked confidently into the starving eyes of his
children and said ―Don‗t worry kids, you‗ll get your things before Eid.‖ That was enough for the
children to fall asleep and have sweet dreams, the only sweet thing in their lives. But the beggar
was far away from sleeping. After pondering for quite some time on some serious issue, he suddenly rose up, took a knife, sharpened its edges, went towards the beds of his children and
looked up towards the sky as if searching for some light. But the sky was so dark. Even the stars
were so afraid of what was coming next so they had stopped twinkling.
―Satan is kept behind bars in Ramadan‖ they say, but what about Evil?
Darkness and pessimism were luring him to the height of barbarism. He raised his knife to
complete the ritual of becoming a barbarian but as his eyes rolled on the faces of his innocent
children, humanity won. His eyes were fixed on the faces of his children, his hand had gone
numb. The sky was lit up by the twinkling stars once again.
He moved silently out of the house with the knife still in his hand. It was about 2 a.m. in the
morning. He had reached an elite area of the city by now. Suddenly, he saw a nicely dressed
middle-aged man moving towards his car. ―What is a rich-man doing here at this time?‖ the
beggar asked himself. Then he nodded his head, as if he has understood. Before the rich man
could sit in his car, the beggar had reached him with his knife pushed strongly against his

throat. ―Take all my money and belongings but please don‗t hurt me‖ screamed the rich-man.
His offer was granted.
Next day, while surrounded by the happy children the beggar told his guilty conscience, ―I did
the right thing.‖

I Hate Good Byes!
Saba Sarwat (2006-CSE)

The whole day in university knocked her for a loop. She took strenuous lectures throughout the
day. Her head was throbbing with intense pulses of ache. With inordinate exertion, she staggered herself towards the door of her apartment. After entering in her living room, she released
her feet from stripped sandals, sat on an easy chair and leisurely positioned her head onto the
back of the chair.
She was feeling gloomy and depressed; her mind was grabbed by eccentric thoughts which
were even alien to her. She craved to forget her past, her ruthless past. It was not letting her
live in her present.
Days were passing like seconds; fast, very fast. She had forgotten everything; her childhood,
her college time, the best moments with her friends, even her own family. The only incident
which was carved on her mind was the most excruciating one. A ‗Why‗ had wedged her. She did
not want to reminisce the time when they were together, when he was around.
It was cold, freezing cold. Silence was roaring in her apartment. She stood up and unbolted the
glass window. Cool gentle airstream made its way in, passing the soft attar of jasmine to the
wretchedness of her room and evoking another memory of him.
A lot of questions were escalating in her mind, forcing her to accept that she was penitent now,
clasping with her like a parasite. She got afraid of herself, her hands started quavering, her
heartbeats uncontrolled. She pushed the window and bolted it tightly, as it might stop the
thousand tangled shreds of his memories which were making their way into her life.
Her face was concealed in tears but her senses were entirely unaware of this inundation of saline water, which had finally broken every deterrent placed in its way after years of caginess.
There was a kind of pull which was taking her away from present, into her past. Some stinging
moments flashed back.
It was raining that day. She was sitting in the library of her university, reading a book, line by
line, without getting a word of it.
A moment later, she heard a whisper in her ears, ―Hey Alice! Where are you lost? Thinking
about me?‖ followed by a chortle.
She adorned her face with a delightful smile and turned towards him, ―Don‗t break the silence
in library, Mr.‖
He sat on the chair next to her and responded, ―I haven‗t ma‗am, so stop blaming.

By the way your highness! Why have you bunked the last lecture?‖
―I was not in a mood to show up‖, she replied carelessly, looking at an invisible point.
―So you‗re really lost!‖ he beamed meaningfully.
―Stop dimpling Mike!‖ She said while gathering her books.
Going out of the library door she heard the loud voice of Mike,‖ Wait Alice! Listen to me…‖ followed by a strict voice of librarian, ―Silence Please!‖ It was her turn to laugh aloud.
Days were flowing slickly. They were friends but not a part of each other. Alice always kept a
distance but Mike never bothered, not even he questioned it.
It was another grueling day in university. She was coming out of her class room, when she received a call.
―Hello!‖ ―How‗re you Alice?‖ it was Mike, he seemed well excited.
―I am superb, how about you?‖
―I want to see you now, in a minute.‖ He almost ordered.
―Is it something special? Where are you? Why haven‗t you show up today? Is everything okay?‖
―I am waiting Alice… see you!‖ The call dropped. She inexplicably gawked at her cell phone and
thought ‗Stupid man without brain, always in a hurry… huh!‗
After one hour and so, she was sitting in front of him.
―What is this?‖ she asked impatiently. He dimpled, ―Guess?‖
―I can‗t. Don‗t create useless suspense.‖ She shrugged.
―Hmm… then without any prologue, Will you marry me?‖
Quietness stretched long and long. After the prevailed rule of silence she uttered with much
effort, it appeared as if her voice was coming from a den, low and gruff, having dampness of
tears ―no!‖
His smile faded, ―You can‗t say no…‖ he was croaked. ―Do you know Alice what are you saying?‖ He waited for the reply but her silence was eternal.
―We have been very fast friends and… for years I have been dreaming of you… and now you…‖
―No Mike, it‗s not possible.‖ She was stoned.
―Why?‖ Wretchedness shattered him.
―I won‗t marry, never. I have been living alone for last ten years. My parents have died. I have
lost all of my relatives. What else to lose? I don‗t want any addition, any heart-close relation in

my life. I can‗t bear anymore farewells.‖
―I won‗t let you become a part of me to depart. Are you listening? I won‗t let you…‖ She declared with solid voice but broken accent.
He tried to convince. ―But Alice… See…‖
―I hate goodbyes Mike! I hate them.‖ she almost shouted. ―Don‗t take me wrong. I am not perfidious; it‗s just the right thing for us.‖
And she was gone.
His last brutal memories detached. For the first time in last two hours she felt her tears which
were dampening everything around. She rubbed her eyes harshly. 'I am contented'. She lied to
herself. 'I took the right decision'. Lied.' I am not missing him'. Lied. 'I am not repenting at all'.
Lied. She was fighting with herself and for the first time in last four years she was defeated.
'Goodbye Mike!'

An Untold Story is Buried With a Soldier
Zonash Butt (2007-CS)

―Blood leaves marks!‖, he finally understood this statement. Looking at the ground underneath
him for the last time he thought, ―Unlike water that evaporates, blood leaves marks‖.
--------------------------―Oh my goodness, you are blushing as if you were the bride‖, Sophie said mockingly, ―Believe
me, even brides are bolder!‖
―Would you leave me alone?‖, David asked without taking his eyes off the mirror while adjusting his tie. Sophie, a short heighted skinny girl with soft features and light brown eyes inherited from her mother - has been teasing David, for the past one hour. David, a U.S. ARMY
soldier, saw the reflection of his tall well-built muscular figure, sharp-featured face in mirror,
with his light brown eyes. Sophie nodded her head, disapprovingly and said, ―Sorry my dear
brother, not today. Soon, guests will start arriving and you‗ll be standing in the middle of a big
crowd with your very beloved , ahem ahem‖ she cleared her throat.
―Ok! Ok! I follow your idea, now please… ‖
―Hello Mr. Groom‖
―Thanks God you are here, Mark. ―David said hugging Mark. On turning his head back he demanded, ―Now Sophie you should…‖ but he was surprised and relieved to see that Sophie had
already gone.
--------------------------―First anniversary?‖, David felt numb with the shock he had just received. Holding his fiancé
Nancy‗s soft hand and looking into her sparkling blue eyes and her doll like face with dimpled
cheeks, he said ―Sorry dear I forgot.‖
―Don‗t worry, I have told her that you have a short memory‖, remarked Sophie, grinning.
―What? You are also here? Spoiling my perfect evening with my fiancé?‖
―Thanks for the compliment‖ replied Sophie bowing her head, sarcastically. David frowned.
―Stop fighting guys, Sorry David, I thought that as you love your sister so much you would appreciate her presence at this auspicious occasion‖, Nancy spoke in an apologizing tone.
―Oh don‗t say sorry dear, actually — actually — I might be going away soon and won‗t be able to
meet you for some time. So I wanted to be alone with you.‖

―Where are you going?‖
―Probably Afghanistan?‖
‖Afghanistan?‖, both Nancy and Sophie exclaimed in horror. Nancy wanted to scream, agitated, but in her barely audible voice only two words came out, ―But why?‖
David sighed and said softly, ―Because, I am a soldier, a U.S. ARMY soldier. I have vowed to
serve this country, try to understand please.‖ He took Sophie, who was silently weeping now,
by arm and spoke in soft crisp voice, ―Try to be strong Sophie. You have never disappointed me
and please promise me, you‗ll always take care of Nancy, not as a sister-in-law but as a true sister. Do you promise me? ‖
―Yes – I — do‖, sobbed Sophie.
Swiftly, David went back to Nancy, who was now standing in front of the window and looking
out into the dark and silent night. Before he could speak Nancy said, without looking back at
him,‖ You said you would never leave me‖
―I am not leaving you for good. I‗ll be back soon‖, David turned her face towards him and sadly
watched her deep blue eyes getting red. ―Don‗t weep my dear; your tears will make me weak‖.
Nancy bowed her head a little and spoke in a shaky voice, ―I‗ll always wait for you...‖, and then
looking into his light brown eyes she said ―….till my last breathe‖.
--------------------------―Where were you three days back? You know I can‗t call you every day, don‗t you? Have you
forgotten that I am on a war field? ‖
―Oh my dear, I am really sorry. Actually, my grandmother was in hospital and I was with her.
You know, yesterday, I came across a strange yet thought-provoking quotation ‗Unlike water
that evaporates blood leaves marks‗. It‗s nice, isn‗t it? ‖
―Please, don‗t start this blood talk; I‗m already having it enough. Hey wait, I guess something‗s
wrong over here, I‗ve got to go‖. Before Nancy could speak the phone clicked off.
--------------------------―Water, water, water‖, thought David, bitterly. He took out his digital watch with Afghan standard time on it, reading 3:45 am. David looked at the Masjid in front of him and said to himself, ―if we had enough water in the camp, I would not have come here at this odd time in
search of water, alone‖. He adjusted his M4 rifle and went inside the Masjid without taking off
his shoes. Inside there was a pin-drop silence. On going further inside, he saw a dimly lit prayer
hall. When he entered, he saw a man prostrating. He targeted this long bearded, old Afghani
man, who after completing his prayer glanced towards David with a confident and contented
look on his face. There was something in his old tired eyes that made David shrink back. After

mustering up enough courage David said, ―You old man, leave this place right now‖, then
pointing his finger towards the door he said ―else I‗ll shoot you dead‖. The Afghani smiled and
said, ―Life and death are in Allah‗s hand only. I‗m not afraid of you. I‗ll go after completing my
tahaj‟jud prayer‖. David was shocked. He had met a strange Afghani who spoke English, fluently and in-fact he was the first person in David‗s life who wasn‗t actually afraid of a gun. He
wanted to kill that person instantly to make him realize that life and death were in his hands
also, a soldier of most the powerful country on earth with the most destructive weapons. But
something held him back. The Afghani left the Masjid after sometime but David kept looking at
the place where he was sitting.
--------------------------Back in the tent with water bag full, David checked his watch again; 4:17 am. He dropped his
gun at the sleeping bag, carelessly. Then suddenly, something caught his eyes and he missed
his heartbeat. It was impossible… yet it had happened. The bullet wasn‗t loaded properly and if
unfortunately, he had dared firing that old man he would have ended up killing himself certainly.
--------------------------Slowly he wrote something on the paper. Then he looked up into the air and a sweet smile came
on his lips. While folding the paper, his light brown eyes shone with happiness and satisfaction.
--------------------------―Life and death are in Allah‗s hands, only‖, the Muslim preacher was saying. Sitting at the back
of that room, in an Islamic institution in USA, a new-Muslim girl, Aminah was tightly holding a
folded piece of paper. Nobody noticed her tears that were silently rolling down her dimpled
cheeks.
She unfolded that paper and re-read it:
―I will not ask you to fulfill my life‟s greatest wish… because I know you would!
BE A MUSLIM, MY BELOVED…
Yours ever-loving,
You-Know-Who‖
Once again her blue eyes started getting red, illustrating the intensity of her pain and agony.
Before she could realize she was in Khadija‗s arms. Khadija, another new Muslim girl, was trying to comfort her while tears glittered in her own light brown eyes that she had inherited from
her mother.
---------------------------

―We have buried all those soldiers right over there, sir‖, a young army soldier briefed his General.
―How many were they?‖, General asked . He looked older
―They were four, sir.‖
―Their names?‖
―Capt. Alex Ford, Capt. David Holmes, Major Darcy Woods and the pilot was Capt. Collen Butler ―What about the helicopter?‖
―It was completely destroyed, sir.‖
―Tell their families.‖
--------------------------He couldn‗t understand for a few moments what had happened. Their helicopter was flying in
the air, but then there was a blast and everything became dark.
―I‗m going home. Yes, I‗m going back to home, away from this war, blood and hatred. To
spread the peace and love. This is my last flight in Afghanistan‖, he thought happily but felt too
weak to smile and then slowly he opened his eyes with effort. He felt unbearable pain in his entire body, as if it was on fire. Then he saw them and understood everything. The Afghanis raising their rocket launchers, shouting, ―Allah-o-Akbar‖. These Afghanis were glad to destroy infidel American helicopter with four American soldiers. Nobody deemed to know that Abdullah
was soon going to become an ex-American soldier. Nobody seemed to care. Then he saw blood
marks on his shirt and ground.
In an instant, he remembered his fiancée‗s blue eyes, sweet voice and then her once spoken
words, ―Blood leaves marks!‖ he finally understood this statement. Looking at the ground underneath him for the last time he thought, ―Unlike water that evaporates, blood leaves marks‖.
Then closing his light brown eyes for the last time he spoke his final words:
―Oh Allah, you‗re my only witness to testify that I‗m a Muslim.
My life and death are for you…‖

The Haven
Sundas Fatimah (2009-Mechnical)

She sits there, forlorn and tired. Her chin rests on her knees as she hugs herself to block the
chill off. The moon throws its eerie, silvery glow over the world below. A distant hoot of a barn
owl or a stranded bark from some stray dog breaks the icy silence. She gazes somewhere far,
not knowing herself the destination unknown.
She thinks about him and an affectionate sigh escapes her lips as she shifts her position. There
he is... the captivating smile playing on his handsome face, reaching his eyes and making them
dance.
He moves towards her with gait like a feather floating in air and reaches her softly.
―What‗s bothering you today?‖ he whispers as he floats down beside her. She looks away, her
hair making a veil of black silk over her face.
―The dream…‖ not looking at him, she says in a small voice.
He laces her fingers with hers and softly presses her hand. Surprised he is at the coldness of the
small hand in his. He rubs it, glowing warmth spreads through her that even melted the ice of
her eyes causing the water to trace her cheeks.
―The dream again.‖ Says he.
―He never comments on the dream, never unfolds its mystery to me! Why it haunts me so?!
Why am I so alone in it when he is always within thoughts‗ reach…?‖
She thinks as her eyes searched the answers on his radiant face. His lips brushes against the
back of her hand, his touch like a cool breeze flowing through the leaves, making them dance
ever so lightly.
She smiles then; his presence always has such affect on her. He notices the calmness spread
over her, so he steers her towards her room. The graceful finger stuck her in and he sits there,
holding her hand until she lulls to sleep, looking in those dreamy eyes.
--------------------------------------------She stands there all alone, scared and panting as is she has run miles and miles. A heartstopping growl makes her realize that she is being surrounded by wolves…blood-thirsty, coldblooded and lusty wolves, who looks at her with drooling mouths. She backs away, tries to save

herself but stumbles and falls down. Closing around her are wolves and stranded she is alone…
--------------------------------------------She wakes up all sweaty and out of breath. Her heart thumping wildly as if was trying to break
the cage of ribs. She looks around but couldn‗t find him.
―Why this dream haunts me so much?!‖ sobs she.
―Why are these wolves always clambering around me? Looking at me so lustfully…why am I so
alone in it? Why isn‗t there somebody to help me out? Is it how the end would be like? Would I
be taken by the wolves…tear me apart, would they?‖
―So many questions, Lord! So many! For answers I search, I crave…‖ she sobs in her hands.
His touch spreads ripples through her, just as a stone thrown in still water, those ripples which
spread further and further until disappear. He says nothing, just holds her tight. Her answers
still blowing in the wind, the questions echoing in her ears…she buries her face in his chest and
feels safe there, in the protection of his arms.
--------------------------------------------This world is clustering and overflowing with wolves unleashed, all lusty and barbaric.
Woman‗s respect is reduced merely to desire and lust. This is the dream that irks her so much,
she being all alone in this whole world with ―wolves‖ around her.
She takes refuge in her imagination where she is loved, truly and respectfully. Where he holds
her tightly when she is scared, listens to her passionately and calmly when she is all down,
where she is not looked at with lustful eyes, drooling mouths.
These imaginations and illusions sometimes form shape, reality. And this reality keeps the
world struggling on, gives many a people a reason to live, breathe, smile and to look forward to
a new day, to the crisp sun to glimpse over the horizon and to feel the warmth.

Lamenting Shadows
Usman Hanif (2005-Civil)

On the far bank of the river
A small lantern hangs in the dark
A small halo hovers around it
And rest of the night mourns,
at the sight of the dying light…
I sit there along the near bank
the water stagnates like my blood
Numb with the paralysis of the cold sight
I breathe the ephemeral breaths of hope...
'They all died while constructing the bridge
Went afloat in front of my eyes
And since then I'm sitting there;
Watching the dying lantern,
hoping for any of them to come out
But neither they come out nor the light dies...
I'm breathless, tearless, lone, lifeless...
And the darkness laments at the sight;
The sight reflected in my dead eyes,
The sight of the dying lantern...
Sometime, when the light would die
I'd embrace my friends,
I'll embrace my friends bygone
I'll embrace the lamenting shadows...

Shadows At Twilight
Adeel Afzal (2005-Electrical )

Down goes the sun again

And long, dark claws creep up

Sinks with it the light

Tearing the flesh off my bones

And another day ends; another night begins

Shadows? No, long, dark teeth!

But the same nightmare starts over

Eating at the last brightness of hope

And I have nothing
There is the roughness in my hands

Down goes the sun again

And lo! Naught else besides!

And after it I start to run!

Another day without work

One more hour of day light

The demons in the darkness

Is all I ask for!

Of the night ahead lurk!

With the merciless shadows at my heels
Faster I run; ―pray stay o sun!‖

Down goes the sun again;

―I need to find work!

Leaving room for the night to spread

My baby wants a doll.‖

Just like it did yester eve

But the darkness takes me over

And the same thoughts from which I‗d fled

And yet again! The demons swallow me up…

Rush back to me; they rock my head!
My world! My baby‗s sparkling eyes
Those eyes! Those sparkling deep eyes
Of my baby girl;
And her innocent voice, ―abba, gurya!‖

Down goes the sun again
Down goes the light

Those atrocious shadows;
They fill my world; they fill her eyes
And she falls asleep!
Another day dies!

When She’s Asleep
Umair Ali (2005-Electrical)

When I look at your round eyes,
When you are to sleep,
The moon in the sky disappears;
Disappears behind the clouds,
Night gets darker and things dingier,
Despite my restless eagerness,
I don‘t dare wish for the re-appearance,
I don‘t dare desolate the pilgrimage,
Pilgrimage my eyes perform;
To your peaceful face,
Found I, myself sitting at your,
My desire enwrapped by my sanity,
Circling insanely the fire inside...

Purgatory
Junaid Mustafa Gohar (2007-Industrial)

Second insomniac night it was
Same I, same ceiling and the cause
Deep in the depths of my philia,
Up in the heights of my lust
Far away with my loneliness,
I lay far away with the dust
Far away alone in my hutch,
A blue silhouette my quarries clutch
Confess my ears a silent whisper,
Asking the reminiscence to disappear
My breast‘s ouzel burnt by flame,
The frustrated furious flame, the same
Tormented was I by slyness,
The sacred shyness, slyness the same
Thirsty quarries osculates her face,
As turned to ashes are the days,
My torso lusting to kiss the entity
That juvenility befooled by chastity
On the debris of deceased desire
I plead sun with eyes drenched in gay
Prithee! I want fire for my pyre.

A Thousand Cries
Hafiz Abdul-Manan (2007-Mechanical)

I see the land before my eyes.

I embrace her with all my heart...

Heaven on earth scorched by fires

And fly into the heavenly highs.

Its fertile plains; ravaged by wolves
But I only hear, a thousand cries.

But Still I can't forget the lies.
Because still I hear a thousand cries

The dark expanse is closing by

I only hear

The light is fading in the sky

A thousand cries...

My heart is bleeding from the lies.
But I only hear a thousand cries.
Blood is raining from the sky
Inferno of chaos closing by.
The stench of flesh is stifling high
But I only hear a thousand cries.
I see the Kings mocking us by
Their illuding lies, their crooked smiles
I wish I had the wings to fly
But I only hear a thousand cries
With my heart I wish i could comply
This dearest wish, this heartiest of desires.
But my hands are burned with the fire
And I only hear a thousand cries
I see death before my eyes...
Its tranquil face hiding no lies..

Tears
Ayesha Akram (2007-AED)

Tears, the anti-worry agents,
That my body produces,
Tension, sorrows, miseries,
Paralyze my heart and brain;
Their function reduces;
This illness recognizes my soul;
Recognizing the disease,
My heart gets a spark
Initiating Tears-production
That move along the path
Path passing through brain
And fight with worries
‘Cause my tension and sorrows;
And miseries to die.
Dead-bodies are taken out
Taken out through my eyes
Tears love me;
Relieve me of worries,
Wish me with happiness
Tears love me
And so as I am so lucky,
I find my love;
And so find the life.

Wind of Illusion
Sara Ashraf (2007-AED)

The chase of a butterfly!

Among roses and lilies,

In a garden of Tulips;

Too hasty to catch her,

Under silky blue sky,

I fell on my knees, But

Some floating paper ships,

she had escaped, Who

Many lovely little friends,

cared for the ease!

One lunch-box of chips.
The chase of a happiness,
The chase of a butterfly!
And dream of her spectrum,
A rainbow vision in my eyes,
Magical beats of a drum,
Like a tale with happy ending,
Like a rejoicing hum.

The chase of a butterfly!
Leads me nowhere,
Opened mouth, dropped jaw,
Feet in the air,
A long passage of roses,
Dew drops everywhere.
The chase of a butterfly!

Its charm; never dies!

Rhythm
Usman Anwar (2008-Civil)

I am in unison

The soul that strive,

With thy universe!

To fuse with thy soul.
Yes! This Ground give life,

In corporal body,

To thy Universe.

Of a human being,
Life runs through veins,

I raised my hand,

By a throbbing fool,

Up in the air,

But heart is ain‘t fool!

I felt the innocence,

It served thy world.

I saw those tears,

Feeds life to soul.

The tears that induce,

The soul of mine.

Life in a dead ground.

To strive for fusion,

The ground that feed me,

With thy soul.

That feeds my soul.

Yes! My body give life,

Who strive for fusion,

To thy Universe.

With thy soul.
Yes, Air give birth,

I placed my hand,

To thy Universe.

On ground you walk, I
sensed the life,

We all are created,

Delicate and refined.

Not just to perish,

Deep running through,

But to beat in unison.

The hidden tubes,

To rise in Rhythm,

That feed those trees,

To fall in Rhythm.

Who give me life,

To rise in Rhythm

The life that raise,

To fall in Rhythm.

The soul of mine,

Screaming Thunder
Amna Khan (2008-AED)

Thundering-rumble later lightening,
Eyes get infliction so excruciating,

Storm, my stark soul are alike,
Swelled spoilt spread at miles

Covered in cascade of rain,
Secrets dangled with window-pane

Secrets; forgotten and mundane,
Cascade cussed and stung by rain

Doesn‘t let it in your mind be,
With you my endless eternity reigns

Coloring November Nights
Dania Saif (2008-CSE)

Blue

Red

The call is near The

The feast is near New

year is dying Those

Year to arrive Those

Cloudy Breaths

Cloudy Breaths

Freezing my mind

Refreshing my mind

First rain dropped

First drop of rain

Crying your name...

Whispering your name…

Those remind me of ―my‖

Those remind me of ―my‖

Cruel November Nights!

Sweet November Nights!

You asked me for time

You asked me for time

To rekindle your life

To rekindle your life

When I called you back

When I called you back

So hard, you denied…

So soon you accept…

Those remind me of ―my‖

Those remind me of ―my‖

Cruel November Nights!

Sweet November Nights!

So I shortened my days

So I stretched my days

And I skipped all nights

And I stuffed all nights

Just to say ―good-bye‖

Just to remember you

To ―my cruel‖

In ―my sweet‖

November Nights!

November Nights!

Defiance
Syed M. Hashim Abbass (2008- Mechatronics)

Submerged in sorrow, drowned in grief,
I don‘t know why,
For the things are they ought to be,
Outside sky getting clear;
But not my soul in-side
Survival I flounder for;
For existence I strive.
My living terrifies me,
I run, I scamper as does;
Fawn from beasts.
Sometimes I scream,
And at times, turn cynic,
I rebel to defy,
And fight to try,
Defying I believe,
Could not that I retrieve;
At the end of the day,
I fall; my will decay,
To Allah Almighty I pray;
Imploring to make you stay;
But nature changes none;
You leave and leave me alone

Perception
Iqra Chaudhary (2008-Environmental)

Don‘t you plunge into reality out of my dream?
Can‘t compromise what I believe…
Seems like accomplished I perceive there thee;
Thou perfect spectrum and structure I receive,
Sweet as Saif Lake; Sour as sea,
Rough as forest; Tough as rock,
Innocent as child of four; virulent as fang,
Brave as lion; Love‘s slave as Romeo,
Stable as tree against wind; Rebellion as tide in ocean,
Pure like dewdrops and rain-fall; Mature like pearl on flower,
Shinning as star hanging on dark sky at night;
Guarding me as protagonist in the fight
Hot as sun rays; Cold as the winter-waves;
Soothing as the green grass around;
Like a garden with chirping birds around;
Reliable as the thorn around rose;
Towering like full moon among people;
Radical as the rainbow!
I call for these all
No matter by what they call
Dare come out of my dreams;
I can‘t hear my screams

Hope
Nauman Javaid (2008-TEM)

Rise! My nation rise!
For the people who cries,
Who haven‘t seen the sun rise,
Who‘re leading the life of turmoil;
For them, rise! My nation rise!

I passed through the valley of despair,
Where the poor has no dare,
To speak before king nor mayor.
For them, rise! My nation rise!

For tomorrow, I have hope,
Our children will learn to crop
Their dreams, their hopes.
For them, rise! My nation rise!

Peace
Syed Nawazish Ali (2009-Electrical)

When the mob of life is setting me back
Withering hearts still creeping on track

I need some peace, I need some peace

When starry sky is filled with dust
When hearts of people are flooded with lust

I need some peace, I need some peace

When smiling faces turn to shrieks
When normal chaps act as freaks

I need some peace, I need some peace

When mothers in fear never get a sleep
When grave of sin becomes so deep

I need some peace, I need some peace

O peace! You are a keen desire
A priceless treasure that we all aspire

Life
Syed Nawazish Ali (2009-Electrical)

Though endless fears wrapping around
Though bloody tears have no bound
Though every creature is in strive
Still beautiful is this life!

Ah! Shadow of poverty is so big
Creeping patients ending in pit
Shine of eyes , is why then alive?
Still beautiful is this life!

Worrying about future in disdain
Wasting the present, all in vein
Cutting the cheers by own knife
Still beautiful is this life!

Fear of grades creates only fuss
Confining lives of all of us
Stop feeding this useless hive
Still beautiful is this life!

Events of past are not to forget
Can give us nothing but self-regret
Forget it all to survive
Still beautiful is this life

Wonder Why...?
Sundus Fatimah (2009-Mechanical)

She:

For a moment,

I passed him

I lost myself in her.

Then waited

Felt like a drop in a river

Waited for him to say

Everything ceased to exist!

Say the words I longed for.

I felt a bond with her, a thread.

But there he was,

For a moment,

Busy with others, unconscious.

Our eyes met! lingered

For a moment,

My hopes soared high

Our eyes met! lingered

―Surely she will say‖

I felt his lips move

But her eyes were waiting

As if wanted to say;

Waiting for something I wish I know

My heart missed a beat

With an unheard sigh

―Surely he will say‖

She went her way

But then the gaze dropped.

And I trudged on my path

The fantasy stopped.

---------------------

He went his way

She:

And I trudged on my path

Then he uttered

---------------------

The words I longed for

He:

My heart thumped

I felt her presence.

Breaking the cage of ribs with joy

Her scent filling the air.

The immense joy made me flutter

But then my dream shattered

―I wish...‖

Shattered in thousand pieces

Both dreaded to say

And those pieces hurt my eyes

The words they longed for

I wish he would say!

Waited for other, ―You‖

Some time, Some day

To say ―I care, I cherish, I love you‖

---------------------

---------------------

He:

Wonder why this happens?

I can‗t find words

Why love can‗t form words,

To express my feelings

Can‗t be expressed, can‗t be felt?

The beat of my heart

Why it dies in ―I wish…‖?

Uttering her name, only hers

Why both have to suffer?

The dreams of my eyes

Having feelings in heart

Belongs to her, only her

But faces, a mere blank page

I wish these blowing winds

Waiting for other to express.

Waft my feelings to her
I wish she would say
Some time, Some day
--------------------And then the nature saw
Their love dying in their hearts
As they moved apart
To their paths
In their own lives
With only the words

Paralyzed Mirror
Tafseer Haider Jafery (2009-CSE)

Twisted symphonies and torn edges
Pushing me into the irremediable mire of sedges
When I outwit to escape this
Shadows prick me from my pledges
Unveils all my flesh and pelf
And it is when I face myself

My images went stolid and static
And wounds subdue every styptic
'Haunted' by steadily falling ceiling
I want to run but go numb and seismic
Cause wreck my self out of self
And it is when I face myself

I see the images are broken
Confused about why the fragments betoken
When I seek forgiveness of my sins
My words fly ,thoughts lay unspoken
Confining my soul in the panic shelf
And it is when I face myself

Am I Passing The Days; Or The Days Pass Me!
Hassaan-bin-Kausar (2009-Mech)

I am ready to die, but the painful madness
Merged with teardrops, an afflictive sadness
Away from home, I am all at sea
Am I passing the days; or the days pass me?

In gloomy December nights, I have a feel,
Wounds of heart adding; there is no heal,
Let me face it on my own; A simple plea,
Am I passing the days; or the days pass me?

Will He (S.W.T) forgive me before I die?
My hands are raised, I look into the sky
As the merciful, the generous is He (S.W.T),
Am I passing the days; or the days pass me?

Chaotic Silence
Shumail Anees (2009-BAE)

He looked me with pleading eyes,
I returned his gaze,
Filled with pity and remorse .
And left him,
To dwell and perish,
In that chaotic silence…

Poetic Curve
Saddam Samalani (2010-Petroleum)

Transforming the poetic curve

A quintessential formulating verve

Sometimes it is a bit of nerve

Cut a slice then serve

Cut a slice and then serve

Sometimes it's a bit of nerve

A quintessential formulating verve

Transforming the poetic curve

Words move across lines
Lines dance with words so fine
Within this poetic design
It's alive and about to climb

In a through a relevant picture refined
There's nothing tormenting, it is assigned
Never ahead, but slightly behind
The notion is indicated by a sign

We all ride the waves of motion
Trying to balance destructive commotion
There's a lot involved in this ocean
As you are seeking pure devotion

When It Rains...
Hira Iqbal (2010-Electrical)

When it rains,

A musician composes his melodic symphony,

Every particle smiles,

A painter captures the exquisite scenery,

As birds lark sweetly,

A poet expresses his emotions,

in their fascinating style,

Plays with words about strong relations,

Clouds float high above,

Of Love, Friendship and Humanity.

Appear as free as dove,
Changing colours like a dancing peacock,
Making the vast sky; fascinating.
The leaves quench their thirst,
Small plants peep out from crust,
Cool breeze touches the face,
Enlightening in mind His grace,
But!
When it stops raining,
Sun appears, as if smiling,
Rainbow emerges on the sky,
Seven colours appear to fly;
Every thing seems so bright,
In the pleasant sunlight,
Stimulated are aesthetic senses,
Mesmerizing in marvelous fancies...

What is this life if, full of care,
We have no time to stand and stare.
No time to stand beneath the boughs
And stare as long as sheep or cows.
No time to see, when woods we pass,
Where squirrels hide their nuts in grass.
No time to see, in broad daylight,
Streams full of stars, like skies at night.
No time to turn at Beauty's glance,
And watch her feet, how they can dance.
No time to wait till her mouth can
Enrich that smile her eyes began.

A poor life this is if, full of care,
We have no time to stand and stare.
William Henry Davies (1871-1940)
Such is the lamentable life of modern man who is enveloped in the vicious cycle of arduous and
cumbersome pressures of extensive workload for self betterment that has drained off his energy, corrupted social and ethical values and eventually leading us to a mechanical life that
dawns among fraudulent souls, nourishes on contrived substances and finishes when the energy from steroids has all been utilized to complete the hectic mundane leaving man in a weary
and flustered state.
Poets often term the modern man as hallow as his busy schedules has captivated man and confined him -within a restricted domain beyond which his Wairau cannot fly nor he has the capacity to envisage- to break all shackles and let his spirit fly like the fragrance of fresh alfalfa or
flow like a cascade.

UET, perceives this issue as a subject of great concern and to counter this menace of the modern era has provided its students with such co-curricular activities that keep the students matted with life and reality rather than completely losing human identity in the wilderness of technology. The societies at UET are working for the reincarnation of a modern man who balances
technology and humanities impeccably.

Non-Technical Societies
Debating Society
Debating Society at UET, was formed in the early 80's, has been successfully inculcating a
spirit of competition and self-confidence.
UET Debating Society is a shimmering star on the horizon of debating excellence. Debating Society has held the honor and the prestige of this historic institute at all levels of competition
and has added to the aura of UET's name worldwide and nationally. Debates society prides itself on having produced leaders and orators that have gone onto strike an impact in all corners
of the world. UET Debates has always been actively involved in promotion of the art of Speaking and leadership in the University.
During society sessions, debates on different topics are conducted whose canvas revolve current affairs to problems of society. The most interesting is parliamentary style in which debates are carried out in a similar fashion as in the parliament of a country. There is a government and opposition team who debate on a topic and highlight the pros and cons they are able
to identify.
Debating Society has won many distinctions both at the national and the international level
but we do not rest on our laurels. Our ultimate goal is to enhance the art of convincing people
with self-defined logics as this is a requisite ingredient to be a good leader.

Dramatics Society
UET Dramatics Society was founded in the early 80‗s and since then has been active in the
realm of art and culture since. Engineering itself is a creative profession hence a good aesthetic
sense from an engineer is not unexpected. UET Dramatics Society has several feathers to boast
off in its cap. Over the years the society has staged many performances and organized a large
number of events and many accolades to passion, focus and working it in the purest and true
spirit of all. That is the reason why whatever endeavors undertaken by UET Dramatics Society,
it has stood out and pumped its way to the top, therefore, the motto of the society is ―Creativity
with Purpose‖.
UET Dramatics Society performed on the play ―Aas” in the Rafi Peer Theater and Performing
Art Competition in 2011.The play was based on the story of a drought hit village for the love of
which a man sacrifices his family, friends, home and eventually his life to dig up a well and
bring life back to his village. The performance was well received by the audience, critics and
media.
―Mansha ki Yad‖ was organized by UET Dramatics Society to pay a tribute to a splendid writer
of our nation Mansha Yad. The plays ―Madari” and ―Raatib” based on Yad‗s short stories were
performed along with Irfan Khoosat at Alhamra in front of audience that included the writer‗s
family, friends, and celebrities those who appreciated his work.

Environmental and Horticulture Society
The Environmental and Horticultural Society (EHS) is proud to be one of the leading societies
promoting the healthy environment in University of Engineering and Technology (UET), Lahore; striving to create a more positive and a healthy biotic environment by celebrating nature
and taking the initiative to protect the environment.
Environment is the burning issue of the modern times. Mother Earth is on the verge of extinction because of the venom that the humans have impregnated into its air, water and soil. The
EHS aims to break all shackles of societal, political economic constraints to cater for all the issues that lead to environmental annihilation. To promote the concept of Sustainable development to combat environmental degradation awareness about the environment is very essential
and can only thrive when we educate the youth about it, which literally is our future.
At EHS we are trying to bring about a revolution in the stereotype thinking of the current
world towards the environment, to create awareness for the protection of campus environment
by maintaining its greenery and cleanliness, to promote the understanding of environmental
issues from local to global scale for the comprehension of critical awareness of a diversity of
cultural and horticultural perspectives and to make the subject of our concentration simple and
interesting for the student.

Blood Donors Society
Blood is the liquid soul that runs in our veins to keep us alive. Its warmth running in the intricate network of veins spread throughout our body is responsible for sustaining life. The Blood
Donors Society was founded recently for the protection for this valuable resource. Since its
birth it has been playing a potent role in saving lives of all those people who require blood
from others for their survival.
The society is working fourfold in helping create awareness in the society regarding the importance of blood. The society has progressed rapidly since its birth and because of the tremendous amount of social welfare work it has done it is awarded as the Most Active Blood Donor
Society of Lahore at Services Hospital Lahore on World Donors Day in 2010.
The society has successfully provided free blood screening for Hepatitis A, B, C & E in 2010. In
the same year with the collaboration of Agha Khan Medical University it provided Blood grouping, Hemoglobin, Cholesterol and dental checkups. A CBC (Complete Blood Count) in UET was
conducted in 2011. The society has conducted training programs on Traffic Education, First Aid
and Disaster Management with the collaboration with PRCS in 2010.
Several Awareness programs have been initiated by the society as well. They include the Pneumonia Awareness Program in 2010, Youth Awareness Seminar with PRCS in 2010, Awareness
program on World Heart Day and also participated in Youth Gala at Governor House.

Technical Societies
ICE-UET Student Chapter
ICE (Institution of Civil Engineers), a professional body for Civil Engineers, which is recognized worldwide. The institution was founded in UK by a small group of idealistic young men.
It carries an aim all this while, simple enough, which is to ―foster and promote the art and science of civil engineering‖. ICE now, is a qualifying body, a center for the exchange of specialist
knowledge, and a provider of resources to encourage innovation and excellence in the profession, worldwide.
Society of Civil Engineers (SCE, UET Lahore) was initiative taken by the undergraduate students of civil engineering department about an year ago. Recently, as a result of meaningful
struggle by SCE body including the honorable teachers of department, society has been affiliated with ICE (Institution of Civil Engineers) as ICE Student Chapter UET Lahore. Hence, with
the ICE Student Chapter in UET Lahore, students of UET Lahore are able to enjoy the benefits that ICE offers and students of UET Lahore can get connected to the international level of
Civil Engineering. Through this connection, students wi1l be exposed internally and externally
to meet up the global challenges and requirements that Civil Engineering possessed.
Society has organized many successful events after the date of establishment. ―Technical Presentation Competition‖ organized by society was a meaningful competition as it helped the students to expose their abilities by presenting their ideas on specified topics.
Two day ―Professional Development Seminar‖ held by the society includes among remarkable
events. In the seminar students from all the departments of the university participated and
showed their great concern as they had a golden opportunity to listen professional speakers.
Recently, students showed their great concern in introductory ―Primavera Workshop‖ organized by society. The Society also awarded participants with certificates .

ASHRAE-UET Student Branch
ASHRAE UET Student Branch was established in 2010. It has now 60 International Members
and 184 Local Members.
General Body Meetings are organized regularly. ASHRAE participates in various competitions
and organizes student conference providing Scholarships and Project Grants. Field Visits are
organized for students which includes Interaction with Professionals. ASHRAE UET has been
divided into various technical forums which includes technical forums for thermodynamics,
HVAC and refrigeration systems, renewable energy resources, design, sustainable construction
chemicals and concrete, thermal stresses in structures and thermodynamics of massive concrete work, air conditioning and ventilation systems, building management systems and energy
efficient buildings.
Since its birth ASHRAE UET has achieved many milestones. A team of ASHRAE UET was
among the 13 teams all over the world to win the ASHRAE student grant of $3000 for Solar
Sterling Engine project in 2011. Three papers written by members of ASHRAE UET student
branch were selected to be presented at International HVACR Expo 2011. ASHRAE UET got
first prize in quiz competition at Thermocon 2011, third prize in poster competition Theromocon 2011. and first prize at technical paper presentation competition Thermocon 2012.

ACM-UET
UET-ACM is a student group consisting of a variety of people with diverse backgrounds who
share a common interest in computers.
UET Student Chapter of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) aims to grow in the
fields of computer and technology. The purpose of UET student chapter is to give the students
an opportunity to take part in research and development, to conduct academic and cocurricular activities for cultivating advanced technical skills in students, to induce the habit of
thinking in students, and about the future progress in the field of computers.

IME Club
It has become the need of students to groom themselves in various aspects to compete in the
‗rhetorical skills‗ thirsty world, where a unique mix of excellent presentational skills with a immaculate personality along with the combination of up-to-date knowledge of the trends in
modern day engineering is required. So, this need was felt by IME Club and is willing to volunteer for this work of reviving the lost passion and instilling this vision in the very hearts of the
students of IME department. The society provides a chance to students to further groom themselves technically and rhetorically. The IME Club provides a network to connect with the seniors as well as juniors and it encourages students to work as teams, building up confidence and
spirit of coordination.
The accomplishments of the society are as follows:


A lecture on entrepreneurship was arranged by the Club as its signature event.



The exhibition of final year projects was arranged with IME Club‗s coordination.



IME Club arranged quiz competition for IME students.



It has arranged an event to give opportunity for the students of 08‗ and 09‗ session to present their learning during their internship to 10‗ and 11‗ sessions.



Under the technical section of IME Club 12 projects are under process..



It has arranged a workshop on presentation skills by an esteemed speaker Mr. Shahid
Habib who is currently associated with 7 of the prestigious universities of Pakistan.



It has arranged a seminar on ―Entrepreneurship for change‖ by the CEO of Waste Busters
who was awarded by World Bank as well as he is an advisor to the Ministry of Environment.

IEEE-UET
IEEE's core purpose is to foster technological innovation and excellence for the benefit of humanity.
IEEE will be essential to the global technical community and to technical professionals everywhere, and be universally recognized for the contributions of technology and of technical professionals in improving global conditions.
IEEE is the world‘s largest professional association dedicated to advancing technological innovation and excellence for the benefit of humanity. IEEE and its members inspire a global community through its highly cited publications, conferences, technology standards, and professional and educational activities.
IEEE-UET Student Branch was founded in 1982, and even though it was dysfunctional for
quite a while, its revival seemingly breathed a new soul into the society, and it has been very
active ever since. It was the first Student Branch to be established in Pakistan, so it had a lot to
accomplish. Since its inception, IEEE-UET has been striving to implement the goals of IEEE in
the cultural and social context of Pakistan, i.e., keeping students up-to-date with new researches and technologies, helping them with acquisition of professional knowledge, promoting inter-gender harmony and tolerance.

ASME-UET
ASME UET Lahore is one of the most prominent, active and dynamic student sections of ASME
International. It was the students of Session 2004-Mechanical who actually started efforts to
establish this society in UET Lahore in 2004. The initial team basically consisted of four members. The first and foremost task in front of them was to make students aware of the purpose of
establishing ASME UET Lahore chapter as well as to tell them the benefits of ASME International membership. Secondly, they have to take authorization form UET administration. In a
very short period of time, the members of ASME UET Lahore multiplied at an amazing rate
and in one year, ASME UET Lahore became not only the Largest Paid Membership Society of
UET Lahore but also the largest chapter of ASME International with a record growth of 300%
in one year. In 2005, there were more than 350 members of ASME UET Lahore.
In 2005, ASME UET Lahore started its work in UET Lahore and till then has organized a number of contests, seminars, workshops and industrial tours. It is the most unique society of UET
Lahore because it is a co curricular society, rather an extra curricular society. Currently, it has
members not only in the National ASME Administration but also in the District Administration.

ASME-UET (KSK) Student Chapter
ASME is a not-for-profit membership organization that enables collaboration; knowledge sharing, career enrichment, and skills development across all engineering disciplines, toward a goal
of helping the global engineering community develop solutions to benefit lives and livelihoods.
Founded in 1880 by a small group of leading industrialists, ASME has grown through the decades to include more than 120,000 members in over 150 countries worldwide.
For a long time, since the first batch of Mechanical Engineering students of the KSK campus
was inducted in September 2007, there was a dire need for an independent Student Chapter to
help the students be a part of the Global Community of Mechanical Engineers and be represented distinctively. Finally on 10th June, 2011, efforts made by the students of Session 2008
and Session 2009 were successful in the birth of a new Student Chapter by the name of ASME
UET KSK.
The ASME UET KSK Section represents students in National and International events of
ASME. It provides an opportunity to enhance the skills of the students (by representation and
participation in ASME events); enable students to become technically sound by projects and
technical activities and to allow the students to be a part of the Global Community of Mechanical Engineers.
The current enrollment of ASME UET KSK members is nearly 70. In May, 2010, ASME UET
organized the BRAIN EDGE 2010 IQ Quiz Contest. In April 2010, a Presentation Competition
was organized under the banner of ASME. Topics were both technical as well as non-technical.
ASME UET KSK also invited a team from British Council for counseling of students regarding
their career and higher studies. ―Opening Doors, Creating Opportunities‖ was the theme of this
event.

IET-UET
The IET UET Student Chapter is a robust and highly functional sub-unit of IET PAKISTAN
(along with IET GIKI, IET UCP, IET NED UET etc.) Network providing the engineers with a
comprehensive exposure platform in accordance with the agenda sharing and advancing knowledge throughout the global Science, Engineering and Technology (SET) community
to enhance people‘s lives around the world.
IET UET‘s mission is to build an open, flexible and limitless global knowledge network supported by individuals, companies and institutions and facilitated by the IET and its members.
IET UET Chapter has a well-thought and defined structure and emulates the true professional
working experience while stimulating the legends like Team-work, Coordination, Time & project management, management & Communication skills etc. IET UET CHAPTER unlocks gateways of exposure unto her members by providing various opportunities (Constant interaction
with Industries & Institutions, interaction with faculty members and working professionals,
Career & Internship Opportunities). Being at the backbone of execution and playing major role
in the successful implementation of various objectives, help members gain a massive experience and exposure.
In a nutshell, IET UET Chapter is a perfect realization of interactive social networking whose
domains is steadily expanding to realize the true Knowledge Network!
We implement and execute as perfect demonstration of Collective Inspiration! We live the
dreams!

IET-UET (KSK)
The IET aims at providing students a realistic emulation of industry-academia liaison by organizing various events like Engineering Forums, Trainings, Workshops, Industrial Tours and
Global Competitions. The society not only proclaims in the technical development but it firmly
believes in the creative nurturing of the students. The members thereby develop skills reckoned
necessary for career development in the today‗s age. Lately, the IET at UET has launched its
KSK Chapter after endless efforts of students of both campuses.
After its inception at the Kala Shah Kaku Campus, IET UET KSK Chapter has arranged several
activities. The first event the chapter arranged was a workshop on PCB Designing. This PCB
workshop was not only beneficial for the freshmen but also for seniors as it would go a long
way harnessing their projects. The workshop also covered circuit simulating tool, Proteus. The
participation was indeed satisfactory.
Recently, the IET KSK Chapter also arranged a talk regarding foreign scholarships and funding
opportunities. The students were enlightened with different ways and some tips to better their
chances for studies abroad.
Keeping in view of sharing and advancing the knowledge of global science, engineering & technology and the general knowledge of other things IET UET KSK Chapter arranged a mesmerizing event of Quiz-O-Mania which was the competition in which groups from all the departments of university participated.
To enhance and embellish the controller skills of the students IET KSK Chapter arranged a
workshop on PIC controller so that students can take advantage of it in their projects and excel
in the field of embedded systems. This workshop was conducted by Osama Maqbool from Embedded solutions. IET plans to arrange more workshops on controllers as IET keeps in notice
what is in demand for students.
Sticking to its motive to hone creative skills among the students, the KSK Chapter of late organized a fun event by the name of IET FUNGALA. In it, the team arranged ―Musical Chair‖
and ―Dodge the Snake game‖ followed by questions that really made these games even more
interesting. The response of the students was overwhelming. Later this year, IET UET KSK
Chapter has a series of events lined up like workshops on Photoshop, C-language, MATLAB
and much more. So let‗s see what else IET UET KSK Chapter will bring this year to spread the
knowledge, education and joy for engineers.

AIChE-UET Student Chapter
American Institute of Chemical Engineers UET Chapter was established in 2010, with an aim
to introduce the concept and practice of extracurricular activities encompassing around engineering education, social networking, sports and keeping pace with the professional developments in the field of engineering. The student chapter has been in-functioning since two years,
with present member strength of 210 students. The council includes 14 office bearers. It has
engaged in a wide variety of activities which include lectures by renowned industrialists, quiz
competitions, sports week, welcome and farewell parties for students of outgoing and incoming
sessions, Technical division and forums, Inter-University competitions, Entrepreneurial Competition and the Project Day.
The broad aims and objectives of AIChE include to:
1. Help the students of Chemical Engineering of all Sessions to learn more about the profession of chemical Engineering.
2. Provide a platform for the students to develop their understanding and skills related to scientific research through Divisions and Forums
3. Engage actively with Professionals from the industry and establish an active network that
can help our students be successful in their professional life.
4. Engage in healthy activities that produce all rounded Professional Engineers

AIChE-UET (KSK) Student Chapter
AIChE is the world's leading organization for chemical engineering professionals, with over
40,000 members from over 90 countries. About a year ago,AIChE student chapter was initiated for the first time in UET Lahore. This year after summer vacations Department of Chemical Engineering KSK launched its independent student chapter in September 2011. It offered
both local and international memberships to students.
AIChE-UET (KSK) organized The first All Pakistan Explore Engineering & Technology Contest
on 22nd October 2011 held at University of Engineering & Technology Lahore City Campus
(KSK). On December 3, 2011, AIChE Student Chapter KSK organized one day training session
on P6. AIChE Student Chapter KSK organized a workshop on application and resume writing
on 14th December 2011. The first magazine of KSK ‗Chemzine‘ is being published by Chemical
Engineering Department in collaboration with AIChE Student Chapter KSK.

What do the Teachers say?
If you write a book what would it be about?


How to survive in UET? Prof. Dr. Syed Tauseef Ahmad (AED)



How to teach? Mr. Muhammad Ahmad (Mechanical )



I would like to write a novel on how Islam impacts the modern life especially the western
culture. I would emphasize that Islam is compatible in modern world and it is the only way
to establish peace in the world. Mr. Umair Durrani (TEM)



Nationalism. Ms. Izza Anwar Minhas (TEM)



Social etiquettes and manners. Mr. Zahid Latif (Islamic Studies)



Decency. Prof. Arshad Mahmood (IB&M)



I would like to write a book on ―Ethics in Politics‖ because ethics are completely missing in
our democracy. Mr. M. Irfan Jalees (IEER)



War on terrorism (so-called). Prof. Ikhlaq Ahmad (Metallurgy)



About life. Ms. Fatima (Architecture)



Human behaviours Ms. Amber (PID)



Marine life. Engr. Qasim (Polymer)



Sports. Engr. Farooq (Polymer)



It would be about Interior Designing. Ms. Sadaf Zahoor (IME)



Ethics. Mr. Javaid Azal (Petroleum)



What really a student is? or Life of a student. Mr. Asim Rehmat (CS&E)



Painting. Mr. Ehtesham (Civil)



Ethics in relationship. Dr. Mubashar Aziz (Civil)



Peace and harmony, generosity. Ms. Saima Riaz (Geology)



History of love. Engr. Ghulam Mohiuddin Sohail (Geology)



Human behavior. Ms. Aroos Munir (Chemical)



It would probably be fiction. Mr. Salman Khokhar (EE)

If given a chance other than engineering what other
profession would you opt for?


Work with some NGO or housing for disaster prone areas.
(Architecture)

Dr. Abdul Rehman

 Soldier or mountain climber. Ms. Humaira Tabassum (CRP)
 I would like to become chartered accountant. Ms. Tehreem Naseer (AED)
 Medical. Prof. Ikhlaq Ahmad (Metallurgy)
 Air force. Ms. Amber (PID)
 Business Administration. Engr. Qasim (Polymer)
 Businessman. Engr. Farooq (Polymer)
 Teacher. Mr. Javaid Azal (Petroleum)
 Doctor. Mr. Ehtesham (Civil)
 Fashion Designing. Ms. Sadaf Zahoor (IME)
 Army. Dr. Mubashar Aziz (Civil)
 Medical. Ms. Saima Riaz (Geology)
 Fashion designing. Engr. Ghulam Mohiuddin Sohail (Geology)


Psychiatrist. Ms. Aroos Munir (Chemical)



Farming. Mr. Salman Khokhar (EE)

If you were made the Prime Minister of Pakistan for a
day what would you do?


The job of the government is to provide justice and maintain law and order. As a colliery it
must tell people to work for prosperity. Mr. Javaid Iqbal (Electrical)



Take the necessary steps to resolve energy crisis. Muhammad Usman (Mechanical)



I would not like to leave my current profession and become Prime Minister even for a single
day. Prof. Shahid (IB&M)



I will execute justice and implement education system with equal opportunities.
Mr. M. Tahir (Electrical)



I‘ll sue Education Minister. Prof. Ikhlaq Ahmad (Metallurgy)



I would definitely improve the education system. Ms. Amber (PID)



I‘ll dissolve the assemblies even though they opt me. Engr. Qasim (Polymer)



I‘ll enjoy being PM. Engr. Farooq (Polymer)



I‘ll refuse. Mr. Javaid Azal (Petroleum)



Increase the budget of education. Mr. Ehtesham (Civil)



Placement of right people at right places and termination of wrong people. Ms. Sadaf Zahoor (IME)



I‘ll spend my 24 hours in happiness of being PM. Dr. Mubashar Aziz (Civil)



Eradicate corruption. Ms. Saima Riaz (Geology)



Improvement in education system. Engr. Ghulam Mohiuddin Sohail (Geology)



Free education from class one to ten. Ms. Aroos Munir (Chemical)



I‘ll make a law that members of all assemblies including the PM, president will get wages
equal to the average income of the country and no security protocol. Mr. Salman Khokhar
(Electrical)

What do the Students think?
People get jealous of me because …




I am fun to be around, can inspire people, can dominate

Why don‟t you take part in

and last but not the least, I believe I am quite handsome.

movies? Pakistan

(Abbas, 2006-Civil)

had its Tom Cruise yet.

I‘m Successful.

Oh! I am jealous.

haven't

(Ayesha Iqbal, 2006-Electrical)




Because they are insecure about themselves.

And you‟re secure? Because

(Qasim Riaz, 2009-Mech)

you know Kung-fu I guess.

Of my height and smartness.

Height of exaggeration.

(Noor-ul-Huda, 2008-Arch)


I‘m so cool.

In winter ONLY!

(Zahid Majeed, 2007-Mech)




No one gets jealous of me .

Positive thinking! For the

(Tahreem Mirza, 2006-CRP)

win.

I‘m perfect .

Perfect liar?

(Aasma, 2006-Chemical)




I‘m gorgeous.

„ Gorg eou s ‟ ?

(Sara Batool, 2007-EK)

Really?

They find it hard to make me unhappy.

That‟s the spirit.

In

UET?

(Hafiza Ammara Abbas, 2007-Electrical)


They know even if they try their best they can‘t beat me or

T ha t‟s

I got something which they can never even imagine to get

scratcher! What did you

and they don't even know what it is.

just say?

a

(Dania Saif, 2008-CSE)


I am the CR.
(Muhammad Emad, 2009-Min)

CockRoach?

r ea l

head

P.M Gallani and Governor Punjab on 19 th Convocation of U.E.T Lahore

C.M Punjab with Ahsan Iqbal on Anti-Dengue Mission

Mr. Nawaz Sharif with Speaker Punjab Assembly on Quaid Day

Baloch Students Delegation at U.E.T

Vice. Chancellor with former high ranked faculty
members of U.E.T

A student receiving laptop from C.M Punjab Shahbaz Sharif

Environmental & Horticulture Society

Literary Society

Dramatics Society

دجما ساا ملدما ج ساا نلہ لک ت سکا پان مش ےر عا یک د صارت کرے ت ہوے ئ

ساا نلہ ش ئا من صموی ر ن یم ب لطا کا ر ا یتہد ر ک اک ی مدنر ف نف ہرا پ

ساا نلہ رڈامہ کم ی ٹ یپن ش ن یم شیپ ہد ر ک رڈاےم کا اک ی
خو و صبرت منر ظ

ف لو ڈن۔ ز۔۔

بر وی د نب۔۔۔۔

Blood Donors Society

د آ قور شخی صت

ن ت ۔ زا۔۔ س

ب س چکھ خاک ن یم ےن لم ال ا و ےہ

Worthy Vice-Chancellor with High-Achievers of
Literary Society

Receiving Shield and cash prize on securing 2 nd
position in All Pak-Essay writing competition

Receiving Team Trophy and Cash prize in PTV Program
“Bazm e Tariq Aziz” Bait-Bazi competition

